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UPC : The Strongest Electromagnetic Fields
▻In heavy-ion collisions:

𝐸!"# =
$%&
'!

≈ 5×10() − 10(* V/cm

𝐵!"# ∼ 10(+ − 10() T
▻Strongest EM fields in the Universe
▻But very short lifetime – not constant𝑏

𝑣 ≈ 𝑐

𝑣 ≈ 𝑐

𝐸

𝐵

Must be treated in terms of photon quanta

𝐸&,-./ ≈ 𝛾ℏ𝑐/𝑅
80 GeV @ LHC
3 GeV   @ RHIC
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Photon + target

1. Explore non-linear QED
2. Discoveries -> now tools 
3. Test for Physics Beyond Standard Model 
4. …

1. ‘Image’ nuclear gluon distributions
2. Test gluon saturation predictions
3. Investigate sub-nucleonic fluctuations
4. …

Light-by-Light

Discovery 2017
ATLAS
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Photon + target

1. Explore non-linear QED
2. Discoveries -> now tools 
3. Test for Physics Beyond Standard Model 
4. …

1. ‘Image’ nuclear gluon distributions
2. Test gluon saturation predictions
3. Investigate sub-nucleonic fluctuations
4. …
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• Anomalous magnetic moment of tau leptons sensitive to physics 
beyond the standard model 
• Development of theory frameworks in 2019/2020, and new 

measurements from CMS and ATLAS from Run 2 Pb+Pb data from LHC!


• Three channels available: eµ, µ+track, µ+3 tracks 
• ATLAS uses all 3 channels in 2018 (1.44 nb-1), requiring 0n0n and cluster 

veto to suppress dissociative and hadronic backgrounds

fits for aτ using modifications to pT(µ) distributions, using µµ to normalize photon 
flux

aτ from τ+τ- in Pb+Pb

15

µe µ+1 track µ+3 track

New physics and tau g � 2 using LHC heavy ion collisions

Lydia Beresford1, ⇤ and Jesse Liu1, 2, †

1Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3RH, UK
2Department of Physics, University of Chicago, Chicago IL 60637, USA

The anomalous magnetic moment of the tau lepton a⌧ = (g⌧ �2)/2 strikingly evades measurement,
but is highly sensitive to new physics such as compositeness or supersymmetry. We propose using
ultraperipheral heavy ion collisions at the LHC to probe modified magnetic �a⌧ and electric dipole
moments �d⌧ . We introduce a suite of one electron/muon plus track(s) analyses, leveraging the
exceptionally clean photon fusion �� ! ⌧⌧ events to reconstruct both leptonic and hadronic tau
decays sensitive to �a⌧ , �d⌧ . Assuming 10% systematic uncertainties, the current 2 nb�1 lead–lead
dataset could already provide constraints of �0.0080 < a⌧ < 0.0046 at 68% CL. This surpasses 15
year old lepton collider precision by a factor of three while opening novel avenues to new physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Precision measurements of electromagnetic couplings
are foundational tests of quantum electrodynamics
(QED) and powerful probes of beyond the Standard
Model (BSM) physics. The electron anomalous mag-
netic moment ae = 1

2 (ge �2) is among the most precisely
known quantities in nature [1–5]. The muon counterpart
aµ is measured to 10�7 precision [6] and reports a 3� 4�

tension from SM predictions [7, 8]. This may indicate
new physics [9–12], to be clarified at Fermilab [13] and
J–PARC [14]. Measuring a` generically tests lepton com-
positeness [15], while supersymmetry at energy scales MS

induces radiative corrections �a` ⇠ m
2
`/M

2
S for leptons

with mass m` [9]. Thus the tau ⌧ can be m
2
⌧/m

2
µ ⇠ 280

times more sensitive to BSM physics than aµ.
However, a⌧ continues to evade measurement because

the short tau proper lifetime ⇠ 10�13 s precludes use
of spin precession methods [6]. The most precise single-
experiment measurement a

exp
⌧ is from DELPHI [16, 17]

at the Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP), but is re-
markably an order of magnitude away from the theoret-
ical central value a

pred
⌧, SM predicted to 10�5 precision [18]

a
exp
⌧ = �0.018 (17), a

pred
⌧, SM = 0.001 177 21 (5). (1)

The poor constraints on a⌧ present striking room for
BSM physics, especially given other lepton sector ten-
sions [19–26], and motivate new experimental strategies.

This Letter proposes a suite of analyses to probe a⌧

using heavy ion beams at the LHC. We leverage ultrape-
ripheral collisions (UPC) where only the electromagnetic
fields surrounding lead (Pb) ions interact. Tau pairs are
produced from photon fusion PbPb ! Pb(�� ! ⌧⌧)Pb,
illustrated in Fig. 1, whose sensitivity to a⌧ was sug-
gested in 1991 [27]. We introduce the strategy crucial
for experimental realization and importantly show that
the currently recorded dataset could already surpass LEP
precision. The LHC cross-section enjoys a Z

4 enhance-
ment (Z = 82 for Pb), with over one million �� ! ⌧⌧

events produced to date. Existing proposals using lep-
ton beams require future datasets (Belle-II) or proposed
facilities (CLIC, LHeC) [28–34], while LHC studies fo-
cus on high luminosity proton beams [35–40]. No LHC
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FIG. 5. Exclusive dilepton.
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FIG. 1. Pair production of tau leptons ⌧ from ultraperipheral
lead ion (Pb) collisions in two of the most common decay
modes: ⇡

±
⇡

0
⌫⌧ and `⌫`⌫⌧ . New physics can modify tau–

photon couplings a↵ecting the magnetic moment by �a⌧ .

analysis of �� ! ⌧⌧ exists as the taus have insu�cient
momentum for ATLAS/CMS to record or reconstruct.

Our proposal overcomes these obstructions in the clean
UPC events [41], enabling selection of individual tracks
from tau decays with no other detector activity akin to
LEP [16]. We exploit recent advances in low momentum
electron/muon identification [42–44] to suppress hadronic
backgrounds. We then present a shape analysis sensitive
to interfering SM and BSM amplitudes to enhance a⌧

constraints. Our strategy also probes tau electric dipole
moments d⌧ induced by charge–parity (CP) violating new
physics. This opens key new directions in the heavy ion
program amid reviving interest in photon collisions [45–
47] for light-by-light scattering [48–51], standard candle
processes [52–56], and BSM dynamics [57–67].

II. EFFECTIVE THEORY & PHOTON FLUX

The anomalous ⌧ magnetic moment a⌧ = (g⌧ � 2)/2 is
defined by the spin–magnetic Hamiltonian �µ⌧ · B =
�(g⌧e/2m⌧ )S · B. In the Lagrangian formulation of
QED, electromagnetic moments arise from the spinor
tensor �

µ⌫ = i[�µ
, �

⌫ ]/2 structure of the fermion current
interacting with the photon field strength Fµ⌫

L = 1
2 ⌧̄L�

µ⌫
⇣
a⌧

e
2m⌧

� id⌧�5

⌘
⌧RFµ⌫ . (2)
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𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏!𝜏" Process
• Sensitivity to the tau anomalous magnetic moment!
• BSM sensitivity 𝛿𝛼! ∝ 𝑚!

" ∼ 280x more sensitive than 𝜇
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Three channels available: eμ, μ+track, μ+3 tracks 
Use 𝜸𝜸 → 𝝁!𝝁" to help reduce systematic uncertainty 
from photon flux

(Muon g-2 Collaboration) arXiv:2308.06230

𝑎! =
𝑔! − 2
2

https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.06230
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Observation of the 𝜸𝜸 → 𝝉+𝝉− production in PbPb collisions with 
the CMS experiment 

Matthew Nickel on behalf of the CMS Collaboration
arXiv:2206.05192 

Accepted to PRL as Editor’s suggestion

We present an observation of photon-photon production of 𝜏 lepton pairs in ultra-peripheral lead-lead collisions. The 

measurement is based on a data sample with an integrated luminosity of 404 𝜇𝑏−1
collected by the CMS experiment at the 

nucleon nucleon center-of-mass energy of 5.02 TeV. The 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏+𝜏−
 process is observed for 𝜏+𝜏−

 events with a muon and 

three charged hadrons in the final state. The measured fiducial cross section is 𝝈 𝜸𝜸 → 𝝉+𝝉− = 𝟒. 𝟖 ± 𝟎. 𝟔 𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐭 ±
𝟎. 𝟓 𝐬𝐲𝐬𝐭  𝝁𝒃, in agreement with leading-order QED predictions. Using  𝜎 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏+𝜏−

, we estimated a model-dependent 

value of the anomalous magnetic moment of the 𝜏 lepton of 𝒂𝝉 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏−𝟎.𝟎𝟖𝟗
+𝟎.𝟎𝟓𝟓 at a 68% confidence level.

Abstract

Motivations Signal and Background Events

Event Selection

Results and Conclusion

• Muon g-2 measurements had new results in the past few years that 

challenge the standard model predictions potentially leading to new physics.

• If the new physics is due to a massive new particle, then the tau lepton 

would be over 200 times more sensitive to new physics than the muon.

• Tau g-2 can be deduced using 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏+𝜏− cross section using ultra-

peripheral heavy ion collisions.

• Using the 2015 Pb-Pb Ion Data with a trigger requiring 1 muon, at 

least 1 track in the pixel detector and no HF activity in at least one 

side. 

• The signal region consists of 1 muon and 3 charged hadrons.

• Selections are shown in the table.

•  The background was estimated with the ABCD method with 

background regions with more charged hadrons and higher HF 

activity. 

Acknowledgements

• Figures below show the control plots for the leptonic 𝜏, hadronic 𝜏 and 

𝜏+𝜏−
 system.

• Control plots show great agreement between MC and Data.

Thanks to our LHC and CMS colleagues for providing 

the facilities to make this research possible. This 

research was funded in part by DoE Grant DE-

SC0023908.

For More Details

𝜏3𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔  → 𝜋±𝜋∓𝜋±𝜈𝜏

𝜏𝜇 → 𝜇𝜈𝜏𝜈𝜇

• Signal yield calculated by binned likelihood fit of 

Δ𝜙 (angular separation in transverse plane).

• Post Fit signal events: 77 ± 12
• 𝜎 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏+𝜏− = 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑔

2𝜖 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐵𝜏𝜇𝐵𝜏3𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔

• 𝐿 = 404𝜇𝑏 , 𝐵𝜏𝜇 = 17.89%, 𝐵𝜏3𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 =
14.55%, 𝜖 = 78.5%

• 𝜎 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏+𝜏− = 4.8 ± 0.6 stat ± .5 𝑠𝑦𝑠  𝜇𝑏
• With the HL-LHC, the cross-section measurement 

should be able to discriminate between models 

the tau anomalous magnetic moment.



Anomalous Magnetic Moment of tau

arXiv:2204.13478  acc. by PRL 

• likelihoods as a function of aτ derived using profile likelihood fit 
• templates from Dyndal et al (PLB 809 (2020) 135682)


• Observed 95% CL limits from aτ ∈ (−0.057, 0.024) 
• Limits similar to that extracted from DELPHI (e+e-) in 2004 

• Expecting substantial improvements from Run 3 & 4 data! 

ATLAS: τ g-2 95% CL limits

17

arXiv:2204.13478 
acc. by PRL

0.1− 0.05− 0 0.05 0.1
τa

OPAL 1998

L3 1998

DELPHI 2004

1T-SRµ

3T-SRµ

e-SRµ

Combined

Expected

ATLAS
-1=5.02 TeV, 1.44 nbNNsPb+Pb 

Best-fit value
68% CL
95% CL

Best-fit value
68% CL
95% CL

Figure 2: Measurements of 0g from fits to individual signal regions (including the dimuon control region), and from
the combined fit. These are compared with existing measurements from the OPAL [29], L3 [30] and DELPHI [27]
experiments at LEP. A point denotes the best-fit 0g value for each measurement if available, while thick black (thin
magenta) lines show 68% CL (95% CL) intervals. The expected interval from the ATLAS combined fit is also shown.

The best-fit value of 0g is 0g = �0.041, with the corresponding 68% CL and 95% CL intervals being
(�0.050, �0.029) and (�0.057, 0.024), respectively. The higher-than-expected observed yields lead to the
highly asymmetric 95% CL interval. This arises from the nearly quadratic signal cross-section dependence
on 0g , caused by the interference of the SM and BSM amplitudes [29, 30, 46]. The expected 95% CL interval
is �0.039 < 0g < 0.020. The impact of systematic uncertainties on the final results is small relative to
statistical uncertainties. Figure 2 shows the 0g measurement alongside previous results obtained at LEP. The
precision of this measurement is similar to the most precise single-experiment measurement by the DELPHI
Collaboration.

In summary, g-lepton pair production in ultraperipheral heavy-ion collisions, Pb+Pb ! Pb(WW ! gg)Pb, is
observed by ATLAS with a significance exceeding 5f in 1.44 nb�1 of

p
BNN = 5.02 TeV data at the LHC.

The observed event yield is compatible with that expected from the SM prediction within uncertainties.
The events are used to set constraints on the g-lepton anomalous magnetic moment, corresponding to
�0.057 < 0g < 0.024 at 95% CL. The measurement precision is limited by statistical uncertainties. This
result introduces the use of hadron-collider data to test electromagnetic properties of the g-lepton, and the
results are competitive with existing lepton-collider constraints.

References

[1] J. Schwinger, On Quantum-Electrodynamics and the Magnetic Moment of the Electron, Phys. Rev. 73

(1948) 416.

[2] P. Kusch and H. M. Foley, The Magnetic Moment of the Electron, Phys. Rev. 74 (1948) 250.
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:Beam Direction

Photon Polarization In UPC
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• Polarization vector 𝜉: aligned 
radially with the “emitting” source
• Intrinsic photon spin converted 

into orbital angular momentum 
• Observable as anisotropy in 𝑒± 

momentum
S. Bragin, et. al., Phys. Rev. Le+. 119 (2017), 250403 
R. P. Mignani, et al., Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 465 (2017), 492

C. Li, J. Zhou, Y. Zhou, Phys. Lett. B 795, 576 (2019)
C. Li, J. Zhou & Y. Zhou Phys. Rev. D 101, 034015 (2020).

For decades it was believed the polarization info 
was lost due to random event-by-event orientation!



Photon Polarization In UPC
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• Polarization vector 𝜉: aligned 
radially with the “emitting” source
• Intrinsic photon spin converted 

into orbital angular momentum 
• Observable as anisotropy in 𝑒± 

momentum
S. Bragin, et. al., Phys. Rev. Le+. 119 (2017), 250403 
R. P. Mignani, et al., Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 465 (2017), 492

C. Li, J. Zhou, Y. Zhou, Phys. Lett. B 795, 576 (2019)
C. Li, J. Zhou & Y. Zhou Phys. Rev. D 101, 034015 (2020).
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Without Polarization :
STARLight

STAR   < 0.1 GeV < 0.76 GeV, Pee0.45 < M

eφ − eeφ = φ∆

Experimental access to photon 
polarization demonstrated

(STAR Collaboration)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 052302 (2021)

Breit-Wheeler

Discovery 2021
STAR



Signature of Polarization
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• Leptons produced in singlet state
• Intrinsic photon spin converted into orbital 

angular momentum 
• Observable as anisotropy in 𝑒± momentum



Applications of 𝛾𝛾 → 𝑙!𝑙"
Sensitivity to spin states → novel 

approach for constraining massive 
dark photons
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𝛾

𝐴"

𝑒#

𝑒$

Dark photon

Isabel Xu, Nicole Lewis, Xiaofeng Wang, 
James Daniel Brandenburg, Lijuan Ruan 
arxiv:2211.02132 Relevant for LHC Axion search in Light-by-Light scattering 

JDB, W. Zha, and Z. Xu, Eur. Phys. J. A 57, 299 (2021)

+1

+0

https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.02132


Search for axion-like particles in γγ interactions
• Light-by-light scattering process signature (γγ→γγ) used  

to search for ALPs in Pb+Pb collisions

• ATLAS and CMS provide the most stringent limits  

to date on ALPs for masses in the range 5-100 GeV

31

ATLAS: JHEP 03 (2021) 243

CMS: Phys. Lett. B 797 (2019) 134826

Original idea:  
Knapen et al., PRL 118 (2017) 17, 171801

PAST Discoveries→Novel Tests of BSM Physics
▷Discoveries become tools to study new physics
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Axion search in Light-by-Light 
Scattering

Dark Photon search with 
Polarized Breit-Wheeler Process

Search for axion-like particles in γγ interactions
• Light-by-light scattering process signature (γγ→γγ) used  

to search for ALPs in Pb+Pb collisions

• ATLAS and CMS provide the most stringent limits  

to date on ALPs for masses in the range 5-100 GeV

31

ATLAS: JHEP 03 (2021) 243

CMS: Phys. Lett. B 797 (2019) 134826

Original idea:  
Knapen et al., PRL 118 (2017) 17, 171801

𝛾

𝐴"

𝑒#

𝑒$

Dark photon
arxiv:2211.02132

Isabel Xu, Nicole Lewis, Xiaofeng Wang, 
James Daniel Brandenburg, Lijuan Ruan

https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.02132


Imaging the Nuclear Charge Distribution
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Abstract

Results on Breit-Wheeler Process in Heavy-Ion Collisions and its 
Application to Nuclear Charge Radius Measurements
Xiaofeng Wang, James Daniel Brandenburg, Lijuan Ruan, Fenglan Shao, 

Zhangbu Xu, Chi Yang, and Wangmei Zha

Key Laboratory of Particle Physics and Particle Irradiation (MoE), 
Institute of Frontier and Interdisciplinary Science, Shandong University, Qingdao, China

xiaofeng_wang@mail.sdu.edu.cn

• In ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions, strong electromagnetic fields arising from the Lorentz-
contracted, highly charged nuclei can be approximated as a large flux of high-energy quasi-real
photons that can interact via the Breit-Wheeler process to produce !!!" pairs.

• Within a given experimental kinematic acceptance, the cross section of !!!" pairs from the Breit-
Wheeler process in heavy-ion collisions is found to increase while the pair transverse momentum
( "#$ ) decreases with increasing beam energy.

• The corresponding results found to be sensitive to the nuclear charge distribution and the infrared-
divergence of the ultra-Lorentz boosted Coulomb field. Following this approach we demonstrate
that the experimental measurements of the Breit-Wheeler process in heavy-ion collisions can be
used to quantitatively constrain the nuclear charge radius. The extracted parameters show
sensitivity to the impact parameter dependence, and can be used to study the initial-state and
final-state effects in hadronic interactions.

Introduction
• In high-energy !!!" collisions, photon flux diverges at both high and low four-momentum transfer                         

[P. A. Zyla et al. (PDG), Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 2020, 083C01 (2020) ]

• The photon flux does not diverge in heavy-ion collisions, which naturally regulated by the form factor 
at high q and finite ⁄$ % at low q

& $ = %& !

'( ∫)
* +!,"

$' !

- #
$

!
!,"!

#
$

!
!,"!

$

• The photon source from heavy-ion collisions is crucial for the discovery of the Breit-Wheeler process

• We can further test this by studying the beam energy dependence of the cross section and "#$

Application: Constrain Nuclear Charge Distribution

[J. D. Brandenburg et al, Eur. Phys. J. A 57, 299 (2021) ]
[F. Krauss et al, Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 39, 503 (1997) ]

Beam Energy Dependence of Cross Section and !)*
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Summary

• The cross section of !!!" pairs from Breit-Wheeler process increases with beam energy

• The "#$ of !!!" pairs from Breit-Wheeler process decreases with increasing beam energy
• The ratios which deviate from unity demonstrate that the kinematics of the Breit-Wheeler

process are sensitive to the details of the nuclear charge distribution. 

• Using LO QED calculate Breit-Wheeler process 
to match data with least-+$

• UPC consistent with nominal nuclear geometry

• Peripheral collisions systematically larger

• Within a given experimental kinematic acceptance, the cross section is found to increase while the 

"#$ decreases with increasing beam energy. 
• We demonstrate that the experimental measurements of the Breit-Wheeler process in ultra-

relativistic heavy-ion collisions can be used to quantitatively constrain the nuclear charge radius. 

Phys. Rev. C 107, 044906 (2023)
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RMS of radius, low-E e-scattering: 5.33 fm

UPC MB UPC+MB

RMS 5.39+0.14-0.21 5.67+0.08-0.12 5.53+0.10-0.02

Application: Constrain Charge Distribution

** → +"+# can be used to constrain nucleus 
charge distribution at RHIC energy
STAR data compared to EPA-QED

Low energy scattering: R=6.38 fm, d=0.535 fm
R. C. Barrett and D. F. Jackson, Nuclear Sizes and Structure (Oxford 
University Press, 1977)

200 GeV vs 54 GeV: maybe due to energy 
dependence of charge distribution

Low-energy vs RHIC (3, difference): maybe 
due to energy dependence of charge 
distribution and/or final state effect

04/07/22 Xiaofeng Wang @ QM 2022, April 4-10, 2022 11

EPA-QED: J. D. Brandenburg et al, Eur. Phys. J. A 57 (2021) 299.
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Xiaofeng Wang, James Daniel Brandenburg, Lijuan Ruan, 
Fenglan Shao, Zhangbu Xu, Chi Yang, and Wangmei Zha

• Explore the effective charge 
distribution vs. energy and impact 
parameter

• NEW work looking at U+U, O+O, and Pb+Pb
coming soon



Shining light on GLUONS
• Photo-nuclear measurements have been used to study QCD matter 

already for decades[1-3]
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[1] H1 CollaboraXon. J. High Energ. Phys. 2010, 32 (2010).
[2] ZEUS CollaboraXon. Eur. Phys. J. C 2, 247–267 (1998).
[3] See refs 1-25 in [2]
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Figure 2. Representative diagrams for diffractive VM electroproduction: a) the collinear factori-
sation, GPD approach; b) the high energy, low x colour dipole approach.

tive cross sections are presented, and VM universality and proton vertex factorisation are

discussed. Section 6 is devoted to the polarisation characteristics of the reactions and their

kinematic dependence. A summary of the results and conclusions are given in section 7.

2 Theoretical context

Since the first observation of high Q2 inclusive diffraction [44, 45] and of VM production

at HERA, a large number of theoretical studies has been published on diffractive VM

production (see e.g. [46–80]). Reviews of theoretical predictions confronted by the data

have been published recently [81, 82].

2.1 Cross section calculations

Calculations are performed following two main approaches, sketched in figure 2. The ap-

proach based on collinear factorisation, illustrated in figure 2(a), describes VM production

using the parton content of the proton, in the presence of a hard scale. The colour dipole

picture of figure 2(b) provides a complementary way to describe high energy scattering.

Collinear factorisation. In a pQCD framework, a collinear factorisation theorem [46]

has been proven for the production of longitudinally polarised VMs in the kinematic domain

with W 2 ! M2
V , Q2 ! Λ2

QCD and |t| <∼ Λ2
QCD, for leading powers of Q and for all values

of x. The longitudinal amplitude, sketched in figure 2(a), is given by

T γ!p→V p
L (x; t) = Σi,j

∫ 1

0
dz

∫

dx′ fi/p(x
′, x′−x, t;µ)·Hi,j(Q

2x′/x,Q2, z;µ)·ΨV
j (z;µ), (2.1)

where fi/p(x
′, x′ − x, t;µ) is the generalised parton distribution function (GPD) for parton

i in the proton and µ is the factorisation and renormalisation scale, of the order of Q. The

GPDs (see e.g. [83, 84]), which are an extension of ordinary parton distribution functions

(PDF), include correlations between partons with longitudinal momenta x and x′ and

transverse momenta t; they describe the off-diagonal kinematics (x′ $= x) implied by the

different squared four-momenta of the incoming photon and outgoing VM. The Hi,j matrix

elements describe the hard scattering from the parton i in the proton to the parton j in

the meson with wave function ΨV
j (z;µ), where z is the fraction of the photon longitudinal

– 5 –
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Figure 9. Distributions of the mππ mass for elastic ρ production with |t| < 0.5 GeV2, expressed
as ep cross sections, after experimental corrections and background subtraction, for four ranges
in Q2 and in the W domains defined in table 4. The solid curves show the results of fits to
the data in the mass range 0.6 ≤ mππ ≤ 1.1 GeV of the relativistic Breit-Wigner function with
momentum dependent width defined in eqs. (5.4)–(5.5), with skewing of the mass distribution
following the Söding parameterisation given by eq. (5.6); the dashed curves correspond to a non-
skewed relativistic Breit-Wigner function and the dotted curves to the interference between resonant
and non-resonant amplitudes.

Skewing. The mass distributions are skewed towards small masses, especially at low

Q2. According to Söding’s analysis [124], this is due to the interference of the ρ meson

with background from p-wave Drell-type non-resonant ππ pair production, with positive

interference for mππ < mρ and negative interference for mππ > mρ.

Following one of the forms of skewing proposed in [18], the ρ mass shape is described as

dN(mππ)

dmππ
∝

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

√

mππ mρ Γ(mππ)

m2
ρ − m2

ππ + i mρΓ(mππ)
+

fI

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (5.6)

where resonant and non-resonant ππ production are supposed to be in phase. The inter-

ference is proportional to fI , which is taken to be independent of the mππ mass; the very

– 28 –

Well known process for probing the hadronic structure of the photon and 
nucleon (nuclear) target

Vector Meson 
(‘heavy photon’)

Momentum transfer (𝑡) 
modulated by 𝐹 𝑡 %



Past Photo-Nuclear Measurements
•Many studies of 𝛾ℙ → 𝜌2 → 𝜋3𝜋4 in the past
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STAR Collaboration et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 272302 (2002).
STAR Collaboration et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 112301 (2009).
STAR Collaboration et al. Phys. Rev. C 96, 054904 (2017).

Coherent Diffractive 
Interactions:
• Photon interacts with the 

entire nucleus
• Diffractive structure in 𝑝() ≈ −𝑡
• Transverse momentum related 

to Fourier transform of nuclear 
density distribution

of minimum virtuality,Q0 (71).With an optimal choice, the scale uncertainty is reduced to a range
of ±15% to ±25% for the ϒ and to a somewhat larger range for the J/ψ . This range is not small,
but it is small enough to allow photoproduction to meaningfully contribute to parton distribution
!ts in this x,Q 2 range even with the systematic uncertainties (72).

The longitudinal momentum transfer qz in photoproduction is determined by the kinematics:
qz = 4k/M2

V . The maximum momentum transfer is set by the coherence condition applied to the
proton size Rp, q < !/Rp. More precisely, the pT is regulated by the proton form factor, and the
cross section can be written as

σ (γ p → Vp) = dσ
dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

∫ ∞

tmin

|F (t )|2dt, 11.

where t ≈ p2T, F(t) is the proton form factor, and tmin is the minimummomentum transfer,M2
V /2k

(with k in the target frame). dσ/dt|t = 0 encodes all of the hadronic physics of the reaction. Because
Equation 10 is decoupled from the nuclear form factor in Equation 11, in this approach, changes
in the gluon distribution do not alter the nuclear shape.

Several groups have used UPCs to study J/ψ photoproduction on proton targets, extending
the data collected at HERA. Above the threshold region, HERA and !xed-target experiments
found that the J/ψ photoproduction cross section is well described by a power law σ ∝W α

γ p, with
α = 0.67 ± 0.03 (59). This linear relationship is expected in LO pQCD (Equation 10) as long
as the low-x gluon distribution itself follows a power law, g(x, Q 2) ∝ x−α/2. A deviation from this
power law would signal that higher-order diagrams are becoming important—a possible precursor
to saturation. The ALICE collaboration used p+Pb collisions to extend the measurement up to
roughly Wγ p = 800 GeV, probing gluons with x ≈ 2 × 10−5 and !nding no deviation from the
power-law behavior (73). In the overlap region, the ALICE data were in good agreement with
the HERA data. It should be noted that at these energies, NLO calculations predict J/ψ cross
sections similar to those predicted by LO calculations.

The LHCb Collaboration conducted a similar study of pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and√

s = 13 TeV (59). They used HERA data to !x the cross section in the direction corresponding
to the low-energy photon solution and then solved for the cross section in the high-energy
photon direction. At

√
s = 13 TeV, their highest rapidity point, 〈y〉 = 4.37 corresponded to

Wγ p ≈ 1.7 TeV and x ≈ 3 × 10−6. Unfortunately, the results from the different energies show
some tension. The data for

√
s = 7 TeV follow the HERA power law, whereas the data for√

s = 13 TeV are lower, consistent with an NLO prediction. The LHCb Collaboration found
similar power-law behavior for the ψ ′, albeit with larger statistical uncertainty (74).

The ϒ states are of interest because the LO and NLO calculations differ more in particular
with increasing collision energy, making them more sensitive to the presence of higher-order
contributions (66). LHCb has also observed photoproduction of the three ϒ states (74). For the
ϒ(1S) state, where the statistics are best, the LHCb Collaboration observed good agreement with
their NLO calculations, above the LO predictions.

The CMS Collaboration studied ρ photoproduction on protons in p+Pb collisions, focusing
on the pT spectrum. They showed a pion-pair pT spectrum out to 1 GeV/c (57) and found that
it was well described by a mixture of exclusive interactions, so-called incoherent interactions in
which the proton dissociated, and ρ0(770) feed-down from ρ(1700) decays. From this observation,
they extracted the ρ(770) component of the dipion spectrum and found that the cross section was
in agreement with HERA predictions but that dσ/dt dropped faster than an exponential. Their
data were well !tted by the form exp (−bt + ct2), with c ≈ 3σ from zero, which indicates that the
proton size depends on the Q 2 at which it is observed.

www.annualreviews.org • Two-Photon and Photonuclear Reactions 335
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Past Photo-Nuclear Measurements
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Other measurements at RHIC & LHC 
include:

Photoproduc<on of J/𝜓 in Au+Au UPC at 
𝑠!! = 200 GeV

PHENIX Phys.LeL.B679:321-329,2009

𝜌# vector mesons in Pb-Pb UPC  at   𝑠$$ = 
5.02 TeV 
ALICE, JHEP06 (2020) 35

J/ψ in Pb+Pb UPC at 𝑠!! = 2.76 TeV 
CMS, Phys. Le-. B 772 (2017) 489
… and many more

So what’s the problem?



Nuclear Radius, too big?
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L. ADAMCZYK et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 96, 054904 (2017)

TABLE VII. The coherent and incoherent cross sections for ρ0 photoproduction within |y| < 1 with XnXn

and 1n1n mutual excitation, and their ratios.

Parameter XnXn 1n1n

σcoh. 6.49 ± 0.01 (stat.) ± 1.18 (syst.) mb 0.770 ± 0.004 (stat.) ± 0.140 (syst.) mb
σincoh. 2.89 ± 0.02 (stat.) ± 0.54 (syst.) mb 0.162 ± 0.010 (stat.) ± 0.029 (syst.) mb
σincoh./σcoh. 0.445 ± 0.015 (stat.) ± 0.005 (syst.) 0.233 ± 0.007 (stat.) ± 0.007 (syst.)

If the nuclear excitation was completely independent of ρ
photoproduction, then the cross-section ratio for incoherent
to coherent production should not depend on the type of
nuclear excitation studied. It is not; the difference could
signal the breakdown of factorization, for a couple of reasons.
One possibility is that unitarity corrections play a role by
changing the impact parameter distributions for 1n1n and
XnXn interactions. When b ! 2RA, the cost of introducing
another low-energy photon into the reaction is small. So one
photon can excite a nucleus to a GDR, while a second photon
can further excite the nucleus, leading to Xn emission rather
than 1n [18]. The additional photon alters the impact parameter
distributions for the 1n1n and XnXn channels. The XnXn
channel will experience a slightly larger reduction at small |t |
due to interference from the two production sites. This may
slightly alter the measured slopes and coherent-to-incoherent
ratios. Alternately, at large |t |, a single photon can both produce
a ρ0 and leave the target nucleus excited, breaking the assumed
factorization paradigm. The rate has not been calculated for ρ0,
but the cross section for J/ψ photoproduction accompanied by
neutron emission is significant [39]. This calculated J/ψ cross
section is noticeably less for single neutron emission than for
multineutron emission, so ρ0 photoproduction accompanied
by neutron emission might alter the XnXn incoherent-to-
coherent cross-section ratio more than that of 1n1n. The differ-
ence between the ratios for 1n1n and XnXn collisions is some-
what larger than was found in a previous STAR analysis [7].

The dσ/dt for coherent ρ0 photoproduction accompanied
with mutual dissociation of the nuclei into any number of
neutrons (XnXn) and only one neutron (1n1n) is shown
in Fig. 8 with red and blue markers, respectively. In both
1n1n and XnXn events, two well-defined minima can
clearly be seen. In both spectra, the first minima are at
−t = 0.018 ± 0.005 (GeV/c)2. Second minima are visible at
0.043 ± 0.01 (GeV/c)2. To first order, the gold nuclei appear
to be acting like black disks, with similar behavior for 1n1n
and XnXn interactions.

A similar first minimum may be visible in ALICE data for
lead-lead collisions. Figure 3 of Ref. [8] shows an apparent dip
in dN/dpT for ρ0 photoproduction, around pT = 0.12 GeV/c
[−t = 0.014 (GeV/c)2]. Lead nuclei are slightly larger than
gold nuclei, so the dip should be at smaller |t |.

These minima are shallower than would be expected for
γ -A scattering, because the photon pT partly fills in the dips in
the γ -A pT spectrum. There are several theoretical predictions
for the locations and depths of these dips. A classical Glauber
calculation found the correct depths, but slightly different
locations [40]. A quantum Glauber calculation did a better
job of predicting the locations of the first minimum [10],
although that calculation did not include the photon pT , so

missed the depth of the minimum. However, quantum Glauber
calculations which included nuclear shadowing predict that,
because of the emphasis on peripheral interactions, the nuclei
should be larger, so the diffractive minima are shifted to lower
|t | [41]. For ρ photoproduction with lead at LHC energies,
this calculation predicted that the first minima should be at
about 0.0165 (GeV/c)2 without the shadowing correction,
and 0.012 (GeV/c)2 with the correction. These values are
almost independent of collision energy but depend on the
nuclear radii. Scaling by the ratio of the squares of the
nuclear radii, 1.078, the predictions are about 0.0177 (GeV/c)2

without the shadowing correction, and 0.0130 (GeV/c)2 with
the shadowing. The data are in better agreement with the
prediction that does not include the shadowing correction.

The Sartre event generator run in UPC mode at RHIC
energies [42] produces a Au nucleus recoil after ρ0 elastic
scattering with a very good agreement with the ρ0 t distribution
presented here. That is not surprising, since it includes
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FIG. 8. dσ/dt for coherent ρ0 photoproduction in XnXn events
(filled red circles) and 1n1n events (open blue circles). The filled
bands show the sum in quadrature of all systematic uncertainties listed
in Table V and the statistical errors, which are shown as vertical lines.
The red and blue lines show an exponential fit at low t , as discussed in
the text. The inset shows, with finer binning at low pT , the effects of
the destructive interference between photoproduction with the photon
emitted by any of the two ions.

054904-10

Photo-nuclear measurements have historically produced a 
|t| slope that corresponds to a mysteriously large source!

STAR (2017): |t| slope = 407.8 ± 3 ⁄𝐺𝑒𝑉 𝑐 "%  
 → Effective radius of 8 fm
  (𝑅&'

()*+,-. ≈ 6.38	fm )

ALICE (Pb) :   |t| slope = 426 ± 6 ± 15 ⁄𝐺𝑒𝑉 𝑐 "%	
 → Effective radius of 8.1 fm 
 (𝑅/0

()*+,-. ≈ 6.62	fm)

Extracted nuclear radii are way too 
large to be explainable

STAR Collaboration, L. Adamczyk, et al., Phys. Rev. C 96, 054904 (2017). 
J. Adam et al. (ALICE Collaboration), J. High Energy Phys. 1509 (2015) 095. 



Imaging the Nucleus with Polarized Photons
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What is NEW with transversely polarized photons?



Imaging the Nucleus with Polarized Photons
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What is NEW with transversely polarized photons?

Access to initial photon polarization

Polarized 
photon

+0

+1

𝜋!

𝜋"

Gluons from nucleus
Recently realized that 
asymmetries in angle 𝜙 
related to polarization

γ

ℙ

C. Li, J. Zhou, Y. Zhou, Phys. Lett. B 795, 576 (2019)
C. Li, J. Zhou & Y. Zhou Phys. Rev. D 101, 034015 (2020).



Imaging the Nucleus with Polarized Photons
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What is NEW with transversely polarized photons?

Access to initial photon polarization

Polarized 
photon

+0

+1

𝜋!

𝜋"

Gluons from nucleus

γ

ℙ

C. Li, J. Zhou, Y. Zhou, Phys. Lett. B 795, 576 (2019)
C. Li, J. Zhou & Y. Zhou Phys. Rev. D 101, 034015 (2020).

o Intrinsic photon spin transferred to 𝜌(
o 𝜌( spin converted into orbital angular 

momentum between pions
o Observable as anisotropy in 𝜋± 

momentum



Observation of Strong Asymmetry in 𝜌6 → 𝜋7𝜋8
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STAR Collaboration, Sci. Adv. 9, eabq3903 (2023). 

Daniel Brandenburg | The Ohio State UniversityH. Xing, C. Zhang, J. Zhou and Y. J. Zhou, JHEP 10(2020), 064.

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abq3903
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STAR Collaboration, Sci. Adv. 9, eabq3903 (2023). 
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𝜋! 𝜋"
𝜉

𝜌#

o Intrinsic photon spin transferred 
to 𝜌=

o 𝜌= spin converted into orbital 
angular momentum between 
pions

o Observable as anisotropy in 𝜋± 
momentum

H. Xing, C. Zhang, J. Zhou and Y. J. Zhou, JHEP 10(2020), 064.

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abq3903


Confirmation from ALICE
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Neutron emission categories test the impact 
parameter dependence

Small bLarge b

Andrea Riffero (ALICE)

XnXn

0n0n Xn0n + 0nXn



Polarization effects: coherent diffractive 𝐽/𝜓
• ALICE measurement of spin 

density matrix elements of 𝐽/𝜓
• Spin alignment found at 

forward rapidity

• Consistent with transverse 
polarized 𝐽/𝜓
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Gluons from nucleus

Trivial Spin-Momentum Alignment?
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𝑘5 ≈ 5	MeV

Photon

Pomeron
𝑘) ≈ 50 
MeV

VM inherits the spin from photon (no helicity flip)
Diffrac8ve -> VM momentum dominantly from the Pomeron
→ VM has no alignment between spin and momentum 

𝜉&

𝜉67

𝑝567
Polarized 
photon
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𝜋!

𝜋"

Gluons from nucleus

For a single diagram (pA)



Imaging the Nucleus with Polarized Photons
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What is NEW with transversely polarized photons?
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What is NEW with transversely polarized photons?



Imaging the Nucleus with Polarized Photons
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What is NEW with transversely polarized photons?

At Mid-rapidity: Both possibilities occur simultaneously



Interference of two amplitudes
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Interference of two amplitudes
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Cool trick, but sounds like standard Quantum 
Amplitude interference – So What!



• In U+U, larger .$ leads to flaPer spectra (smaller radius). Larger .$ has larger incoherent at
low 5)$, leads to the flaPer 67/65)$. Also the ini2al photon kT is more important.

Interference in Au+Au and U+U
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H.Mantysaari, F. Salazar, B.Schenke, C. Shen and W. Zhao, in preparation.
STAR Sci. Adv. 9 (2023) no.1, eabq3903.
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Robust Theoretical Description?
• First theoretical prediction for deformed 

Uranium
• Sensitivity to nuclear geometry!

• 2D Tomography possible through 
Interference effect
• Also require very large U radius
• Assumes amplitude interference for 

coherent process
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H.Mantysaari, F. Salazar, B.Schenke, C. Shen and W. Zhao, in preparation. 

• .$ , .' and .( manifest themselves at different |t| regions (different length scales).

H.Mantysaari, B.Schenke, C. Shen and W. Zhao, PhysRevLett.131.062301.

Multi-scale imaging: Nuclear deformations
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Interference of Amplitudes, so what!?
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𝝆𝟎: 𝝉𝒄 ≪ 𝒃
Only one “real” pair
Interference through 

distinguishable 𝝅$ and 𝝅#
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Intensity interference: 
• Two photon measurement from incoherent source
• “image” encoded in transverse correlations
• Requires photons be indistinguishable

Credit: Albert Stebbins
Fermilab

Intensity Interferometry
1

2



Temporal Photon Bunching: Timing Distribution

g(2)(t) second-order correlation      of       Thermal light vs Laser light

Intensity Interferometry
• Incoherent Source
• Interference results from second-order coherence
• Quantum statistics determines bunching vs. anti-bunching
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Credit: Tan Peng Kian



Figure 1: Geometry of the Hanbury Brown - Twiss intensity interferometer. Two distinct
processes contribute to correlated firing of the detectors.

2 Polarization

It was implicit, in our preceding discussion, that the detector could not reveal where its
photon came from. If the photons have orthogonal polarizations, for example, they will
not interfere. For unpolarized sources, this e↵ectively halves the HBT e↵ect.

The question naturally arises: If the emitters do have non-trivial polarization properties,
can we access them? For example: If we have two very nearby sources, that emit in
orthogonal polarizations, can we resolve them? Unadorned HBT will not serve here, but
(as we shall see) a simple refinement accesses much more information, and does the job.

Let us first consider the simple case where emitter 1 produces photons with polarization

described, in a basis of orthogonal linear polarizations, by

✓
↵
�

◆
, while emitter 2 produces

photons with polarization

✓
�
�

◆
. Furthermore, let us apply projections ⇧A,⇧B at the two

3

Intensity Interferometry
•Results from higher order coherence
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Figure 2: Two sources, di↵erent frequency, no noise

Figure 3: Two arbitrary emission point from extended source, single frequency but
stochastic source

In the case of di↵erent frequency, we get instead (see Fig. 2),

|↵0i = A1|!1i+ A2|!2i (3)

It’s easy to check that this state has no interference. The second example is HBT,
see Fig. 4. Now on top of the quantum average, we also add ensemble average
(to clarify, it means functional integration over all possible noise profiles within
certain constraints. Therefore, 1 and 2 could collapse into the same point in some
rare configuration.) for the case of single frequency. A stochastic source will kill
the interference in Eq. (1), when we only have one detector see Fig. 3

hA1A
⇤
2iE = 0 (4)

Therefore, one needs higher order coherence. We add another detector �, and
denote the state that reaches the detector by |�i.

|�i =
⇣
A1↵A2� + A2↵A1�

⌘
|!,!i (5)

2

Figure 4: HBT

and

h�|�i = |A1↵|2|A2�|2 + |A2↵|2|A1�|2 + A1↵A2�A
⇤
2↵A

⇤
1� + A⇤

1↵A
⇤
2�A2↵A1� (6)

Now ensemble average will keep the interference terms because

hA1↵A
⇤
1�iE 6= 0 (7)

2 Cotler-Wilczek process

Cotler-Wilczek process was design to extract interference when we have two dif-
ferent frequency of radiation, from two di↵erent sources, see Fig. 5. This is similar
to the set up of HBT.

| i = A1↵A2�|!1,!2i+ A2↵A1�|!2,!1i (8)

Now the states |!1,!2i and |!2,!1i are completely distinguishable. Regardless of
the nature of the source,

h | i = |A1↵A2�|2 + |A2↵A1�|2 (9)

The goal is again to extract the interference term. Ideally, an linear transformation
that transform both |!1,!2i and |!2,!1i into the same state while left their ampli-
tude untouched will be su�ce. This is the essence of the Cotler-Wilczek process.
What was proposed in Cotler-Wilczek paper is a rotation follow by a filter.
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Intensity Interferometry
•Results from higher order coherence
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Figure 2: Two sources, di↵erent frequency, no noise

Figure 3: Two arbitrary emission point from extended source, single frequency but
stochastic source
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Figure 1: Geometry of the Hanbury Brown - Twiss intensity interferometer. Two distinct
processes contribute to correlated firing of the detectors.

2 Polarization

It was implicit, in our preceding discussion, that the detector could not reveal where its
photon came from. If the photons have orthogonal polarizations, for example, they will
not interfere. For unpolarized sources, this e↵ectively halves the HBT e↵ect.

The question naturally arises: If the emitters do have non-trivial polarization properties,
can we access them? For example: If we have two very nearby sources, that emit in
orthogonal polarizations, can we resolve them? Unadorned HBT will not serve here, but
(as we shall see) a simple refinement accesses much more information, and does the job.

Let us first consider the simple case where emitter 1 produces photons with polarization

described, in a basis of orthogonal linear polarizations, by

✓
↵
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◆
, while emitter 2 produces

photons with polarization

✓
�
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◆
. Furthermore, let us apply projections ⇧A,⇧B at the two
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Figure 2: The same geometry as in Figure 1, but drawn to emphasize the possibility of
distinguishable emissions.

We would like to get interference between the terms in

S1AD2B|FBi + D2A S1B |BFi

Following a similar philosophy to our polarization example, we change the state basis and
erase information to access interference.

We can do that directly, using entangled detector states (Procedure 1). Writing

S1AD2B|FBi + D2A S1B |BFi

=
1

2
(S1AD2B + D2A S1B)(|FBi + |BFi)

+
1

2
(S1AD2B � D2A S1B)(|FBi � |BFi)

we see that by projecting on the entangled state

1p
2
(|FBi + |BFi)

5

The Cotler-Wilczek Process
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2 Cotler-Wilczek process

Cotler-Wilczek process was design to extract interference when we have two dif-
ferent frequency of radiation, from two di↵erent sources, see Fig. 5. This is similar
to the set up of HBT.
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Now the states |!1,!2i and |!2,!1i are completely distinguishable. Regardless of
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The goal is again to extract the interference term. Ideally, an linear transformation
that transform both |!1,!2i and |!2,!1i into the same state while left their ampli-
tude untouched will be su�ce. This is the essence of the Cotler-Wilczek process.
What was proposed in Cotler-Wilczek paper is a rotation follow by a filter.
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Distinguishable states = NO Interference!

Sources

DetectorsFrank Wilczeck
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• A unitary transformation U that achieves the following

U |!1i = cos(✓)|!1i+ sin(✓)ei!0 |!2i
U |!2i = sin(✓)e�i!0 |!1i+ cos(✓)|!2i

(10)

• A filter that only project out |!1,!1i state.

• It’s easy to see that under such operation,

|!1!2i ! cos(✓) sin(✓)e�i!0 |!1,!1i
|!2!1i ! cos(✓) sin(✓)e�i!0 |!1,!1i

(11)

If we normalized the state again, we reproduce the state in Eq. (5). En-
semble average is completely separate issue. This is probably they called it
generalized HBT.
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Now the states |!1,!2i and |!2,!1i are completely distinguishable. Regardless of
the nature of the source,

h | i = |A1↵A2�|2 + |A2↵A1�|2 (9)

The goal is again to extract the interference term. Ideally, an linear transformation
that transform both |!1,!2i and |!2,!1i into the same state while left their ampli-
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Access to Hadronic Light-by-Light?
2

Interference with the hadronic light-by-light diagram 
Leads to a unique signature -> odd spin configurations
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Novel Experimental input for muon g-2
Contribution from Hadronic Vacuum Polarization and Hadronic Light-by-Light 

are the largest theoretical uncertainties for Standard Model muon g-2
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Elliptic Gluon Tomography (Tensor Pomeron)
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FIG. 2: The asymmetry is plotted as the function of q? for
RHIC energy

p
S = 200GeV. The rapidities y1, y2 of produced

pions are integrated over the region [�1, 1] and Q is integrated
over the region [0.6GeV , 1GeV ]. The contributions from the
final state soft photon radiation and elliptic gluon distribution
to the asymmetry are shown separately.
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FIG. 3: The asymmetry in photon production of di-pion in
eA collisions at EIC is plotted as the function of q? for the
center of mass energy

p
S = 100GeV. The rapidities y1, y2

of produced pions are integrated over the region [2, 3] and
the invariant mass of di-pion Q is integrated over the re-
gion [0.6GeV , 1GeV ]. Transverse momentum carried by the
quasi-real photon emitted from electron beam is required to
be smaller than 0.1GeV.
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FIG. 1: cos 4� azimuthal asymmetry results from the in-
terference between the p wave and the f wave of pion pairs
that are from the decay of ⇢0 meson in conjugate amplitude,
and are from direct production in the amplitude. The color
neutral exchange in the amplitude described by the elliptic
gluon distribution e↵ectively carries two unit orbital angular
momentum. The incident photon is linearly polarized.

calculations. First of all, the dipole-nucleus scat-
tering amplitude (the azimuthal independent part) is
parametrized in terms of dipole-nucleon scattering am-
plitude N (r?) [74–78],

N(b?, r?) ⇡ 1� [1� 2⇡BpTA(b?)N (r?)]
A (21)

where we adopt the GBW model for N (r?). We
also made the numerical estimates with a more so-
phisticated treatment for N (r?) [76–79], which leads
to the similar results. The nuclear thickness function
TA(b?) is determined with the Woods-Saxon distribu-
tion in our numerical calculation, and Bp = 4GeV �1.
For the scalar part of vector meson function, we use
“Gauss-LC” wave function also taken from Ref. [74, 75]:

⌦⇤(|r?|, z) = �z(1 � z) exp
h
� r2?

2R2
?

i
with � = 4.47,

R2
? = 21.9GeV�2. The nuclear thickness function is

estimated with the Woods-Saxon distribution, F (~k2) =R
d3rei

~k·~r C0

1+exp [(r�RWS)/d] where RWS (Au: 6.38fm) is

the radius and d (Au.:0.535fm) is the skin depth. C0 is
the normalization factor.

UPCs events measured at RHIC are triggered by de-
tecting accompanied forward neutron emissions. The im-
pact parameter dependence of the probability for emit-
ting any number of neutrons from an excited nucleus
(referred to as the “Xn” event) is described by the

function, P (b̃?) = 1 � exp
h
�P1n(b̃?)

i
with P1n(b̃?) =

5.45 ⇤ 10�5 Z3(A�Z)

A2/3b̃2?
fm2. Therefore, the “tagged” UPC

cross section is defined as,

2⇡

Z 1

2RA

b̃?db̃?P
2(b̃?)d�(b̃?, ...) (22)

With all these ingredients, we are ready to perform nu-
merical study of the cos 4� azimuthal asymmetry for
RHIC kinematics.

We first compute the azimuthal averaged cross section
and compare it with STAR data to fix the coe�cient
C ⇡ �10 which determines the relative magnitude be-
tween the direct pion pair production and that via ⇢0

decay. We then are able to compute the cos 4� asymme-
try from the elliptic gluon distribution. The QED and
the elliptic gluon distribution contributions to the asym-
metry are separately presented in Fig. 2. If we only take
into account the final state soft photon radiation e↵ect,
the theory calculation severely underestimates the ex-
perimental data. To match the STAR data [39], a rather
large value of the coe�cient E = 0.4 in the Eq. 15 which
is roughly one order of magnitude larger than the per-
turbative estimate for E [10, 17], has been used in our
numerical calculation. Since we are dealing with the deep
non-perturbative region, it is hard to tell whether such
large value for E is reasonable or not. Moreover, there is
a lot of uncertainties associated with the transition from
quark pair to di-pion. Other non-perturbative model for
describing this transition might lead to a much larger
asymmetry with the same value of E. Nevertheless, as
demonstrated in Fig. 2, it is clear that the elliptic gluon
distribution is a necessary element to account for the ob-
served asymmetry (around 10% ).

We also compute the cos 4� azimuthal asymmetry in
the process � + A ! A0 + ⇡+ + ⇡� for EIC kinematics
with the same set parameters. It is shown in Fig. 3 that
the contribution from the elliptic gluon distribution to
the asymmetry flips the sign as the result of the absence
of the double slit interference e↵ect in eA collisions. It
would be very interesting to test this predication at the
future EIC. In view of the recent findings [23, 24], this
might be the only clean observable to probe the gluon
Wigner function at EIC, because it is free from the con-
tamination due to the final state soft gluon radiation ef-
fect.

Conclusion. We studied cos 4� azimuthal asymmetry
in exclusive di-pion production near ⇢0 resonance peak in
UPCs. Both the final state soft photon radiation e↵ect
and the elliptic gluon distribution can give rise to such a
asymmetry. It is shown that the QED e↵ect alone, which
can be cleanly computed, is not adequate to describe the
STAR data. On the other hand, with some model de-
pendent input, a better agreement with the preliminary
STAR data is reached after including the elliptic gluon
distribution contribution, though the theory calculation
still underestimates the measured asymmetry. This thus
leads us to conclude that the observed cos 4� asymmetry
might signal the very existence of the non-trivial quan-
tum correlation encoded in elliptic gluon distribution.
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Elliptic gluon distribution: correlation 
between impact parameter and momentum
• Clear signature of elliptic gluon 

distribution within nuclei.
• Complimentary measurements at RHIC 
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Entanglement enabled Intensity Interferometry
from exclusive 𝜋!𝜋" measurements in UPC’s as an
inverse Cotler-Wilczek process

Traditionally in Quantum Mechanics only indistinguishable states 
interfere

Cotler-Wilczek Process: use entanglement ‘filter’ to interfere 
different wavelengths of light
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In principle, D+� and D�+ doesn’t know anything about the nucleus. Because
|⇡+i⌦ |⇡�i is distinguishable from |⇡�i⌦ |⇡+i, we also don’t see any interferences.
But if we compute amplitude of ⇡+⇡� production, we will get,

A⇢!⇡+⇡� = DAD+� +DAD�+ +DBD+� +DBD�+ (14)

Therefore, the cross section will contain the interference term. This is not true if
we prepare the following state,

|�⇡+⇡�i = (DA
+� +DB

+�)|⇡+⇡�i+ (DA
�+ +DB

�+)|⇡�⇡+i (15)

I suspect this state should be a mixed state by construction. Maybe show that
when include multiple channels of ⇡+⇡� production, the result is a mixed state
instead of pure. The interference term will probably vanish through ensemble
average. Because there is no intrinsic connection between |⇡+⇡�i and |⇡�⇡+i. We
can extract interference term if the ⇡+⇡� comes from the same source. This is like
the filter used by Cotler-Wilczek process, except the order is reversed.

Raju comment below

I would phrase things slightly di↵erently. Consider the exclusive process in an
UPC where two detectors at positions 1 and 2 measure either a ⇡+ or a ⇡� with
a branching ratio of 99.9%. (The decay to pairs of muons or electrons is 0.5 10�6.)
So, one can write the amplitude for the process as

< NANB|⇡+⇡� > = < NANB|⇢A >< ⇢A|⇡+⇡�, A >

⇥ < ⇡+⇡�, A|
⇣
|⇡+, 1 > |⇡�, 2 > +|⇡+, 2 > |⇡�, 1 >

⌘

+ < NANB|⇢B >< ⇢B|⇡+⇡�, B >

⇥ < ⇡+⇡�, B|
⇣
|⇡+, 1 > |⇡�, 2 > +|⇡+, 2 > |⇡�, 1 >

⌘
.

(16)

Now, the physics of photon-pomeron fusion is encoded in

F =< NANB|⇢A >⌘< NANB|⇢B > , (17)

where F is a nontrivial function including the nonperturbative QCD dynamics of
this process. One could consider a detailed dipole model a la Jian Zhou et al for
instance. Note further that in principle the two matrix elements can be di↵erent if
the ⇢-meson is produced at di↵erent locations in nucleus A or B. We can develop
this in more detail.

We can also define without loss of generality

 =< ⇢A|⇡+⇡�, A >⌘< ⇢B|⇡+⇡�, B > . (18)

(This is what Haowu calledDA andDB in Eq. 12 - but this distinction is unnecesary
since the amplitudes should be identical I believe.)
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Neutron Skins across Nuclei 3

other mass regions by calculating ε from ρA of Eq. (4).
We have checked numerically in multiple forces that the
results closely agree with Eq. (3) for the 40 ≤ A ≤ 238
stable nuclei given in Fig. 2.
With the help of Eq. (5) for t (using ρA to compute ε),

we next analyze constraints on the density dependence
of the symmetry energy by optimization of (2) to exper-
imental S data. We employ csym(ρ) = 31.6(ρ/ρ0)γ MeV
[6, 7, 8, 9] and take as experimental baseline the neutron
skins measured in 26 antiprotonic atoms [20] (see Fig. 2).
These data constitute the largest set of uniformly mea-
sured neutron skins over the mass table till date. With
allowance for the error bars, they are fitted linearly by
S = (0.9±0.15)I+(−0.03±0.02) fm [20]. This systemat-
ics renders comparisons of skin data with DM formulas,
which by construction average the microscopic shell ef-
fect, more meaningful [26]. We first set bn = bp (i.e.,
Ssw = 0) as done in the DM [12, 23, 26] and in the anal-
ysis of data in Ref. [19]. Following the above, we find
L = 75± 25 MeV (γ = 0.79± 0.25). The range ∆L = 25
MeV stems from the window of the linear averages of
experiment. The L value and its uncertainty obtained
from neutron skins with Ssw = 0 is thus quite compat-
ible with the quoted constraints from isospin diffusion
and isoscaling observables in HIC [6, 7, 8]. On the other
hand, the symmetry term of the incompressibility of the
nuclear EOS around equilibrium (K = Kv+Kτδ2) can be
estimated using information of the symmetry energy as
Kτ ≈ Ksym−6L [5, 6, 7]. The constraintKτ = −500±50
MeV is found from isospin diffusion [6, 7], whereas our
study of neutron skins leads to Kτ = −500+125

−100 MeV. A
value Kτ = −550± 100 MeV seems to be favored by the
giant monopole resonance (GMR) measured in Sn iso-
topes as is described in [13]. Even if the present analyses
may not be called definitive, significant consistency arises
among the values extracted for L and Kτ from seemingly
unrelated sets of data from reactions, ground-states of
nuclei, and collective excitations.
To assess the influence of the correction Ssw in (2) we

compute the surface widths bn and bp in ASINM [22].
This yields the bn(p) values of a finite nucleus if we re-
late the asymmetry δ0 in the bulk of ASINM to I by
δ0(1 + xA) = I + xAIC [21, 22, 23]. In doing so, we find
that Eq. (2) reproduces trustingly S (and its change with
I) of self-consistent Thomas-Fermi calculations of finite
nuclei made with the same nuclear force. Also, Ssw is
very well fitted by Ssw = σswI. All slopes σsw of the
forces of Fig. 1(c) lie between σmin

sw = 0.15 fm (SGII) and
σmax
sw = 0.31 fm (NL3). We then reanalyze the exper-

imental neutron skins including Smin
sw and Smax

sw in Eq.
(2) to simulate the two conceivable extremes of Ssw ac-
cording to mean field models. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. Our above estimates of L and Kτ could be shifted
by up to −25 and +125 MeV, respectively, by nonzero
Ssw. This is on the soft side of the HIC [6, 7, 8] and
GMR [13] analyses of the symmetry energy, but closer
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Comparison of the fit described in
the text of Eq. (2) with the experimental neutron skins
from antiprotonic measurements and their linear average S =
(0.9± 0.15)I + (−0.03± 0.02) fm [20]. Results of the modern
Skyrme SLy4 and relativistic FSUGold forces are also shown.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Constraints on L and Kτ from neutron
skins and their dependence on the Ssw correction of Eq. (2).
The crosses express the L and Kτ ranges compatible with the
uncertainties in the skin data. The shaded regions depict the
constraints on L and Kτ from isospin diffusion [6, 7] and on
Kτ as determined in [13] from the GMR of Sn isotopes.

to the alluded predictions from nucleon emission ratios
[9], the GDR [14], and nuclear binding systematics [17].
One should mention that the properties of csym(ρ) de-
rived from terrestrial nuclei have intimate connections to
astrophysics [3, 4, 10]. As an example, we can estimate
the transition density ρt between the crust and the core of
a neutron star [3, 10] as ρt/ρ0 ∼ 2/3+ (2/3)γKsym/2Kv,
following the model of Sect. 5.1 of Ref. [10]. The con-
straints from neutron skins hereby yield ρt ∼ 0.095±0.01
fm−3. This value would not support the direct URCA
process of cooling of a neutron star that requires a higher
ρt [3, 10]. The result is in accord with ρt ∼ 0.096 fm−3

of the microscopic EOS of Friedman and Pandharipande
[27], as well as with ρt ∼ 0.09 fm−3 predicted by a recent
analysis of pygmy dipole resonances in nuclei [15].
We would like to close with a brief comment regard-

ing the GDR. As mentioned, Ref. [14] very interestingly
constrains csym(0.1) from the GDR of 208Pb. The anal-

B. Bally, G. Giacalone, M. Bender https://arxiv.org/abs/2301.02420

Recent theoretical approach from state-of-
the-art multi-reference energy density 
functional (MR-EDF) calculations:
 𝑺𝑨𝒖 =	0.17 fm
In good agreement with our measurement
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The neutron skin of 208Pb

of the 208Pb charge, weak and total baryon densities together
with their uncertainty bands. The precise 2.5%determination
of ρ0b for 208Pb will facilitate a sensitive examination of its
close relationship to the nuclear saturation density [24].
After the 208Pb run, data were also collected to measure

Ameas
PV for 48Ca (CREX) [54]. The improved systematic

control of helicity correlated beam asymmetries and several
other PREX experimental innovations will inform the
design of future projects MOLLER [55] and SoLID [56]
at JLab measuring fundamental electroweak couplings, as
well as a more precise 208Pb radius experimental proposal at
Mainz [5,57].
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Department of Energy, the National Science Foundation
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other mass regions by calculating ε from ρA of Eq. (4).
We have checked numerically in multiple forces that the
results closely agree with Eq. (3) for the 40 ≤ A ≤ 238
stable nuclei given in Fig. 2.
With the help of Eq. (5) for t (using ρA to compute ε),

we next analyze constraints on the density dependence
of the symmetry energy by optimization of (2) to exper-
imental S data. We employ csym(ρ) = 31.6(ρ/ρ0)γ MeV
[6, 7, 8, 9] and take as experimental baseline the neutron
skins measured in 26 antiprotonic atoms [20] (see Fig. 2).
These data constitute the largest set of uniformly mea-
sured neutron skins over the mass table till date. With
allowance for the error bars, they are fitted linearly by
S = (0.9±0.15)I+(−0.03±0.02) fm [20]. This systemat-
ics renders comparisons of skin data with DM formulas,
which by construction average the microscopic shell ef-
fect, more meaningful [26]. We first set bn = bp (i.e.,
Ssw = 0) as done in the DM [12, 23, 26] and in the anal-
ysis of data in Ref. [19]. Following the above, we find
L = 75± 25 MeV (γ = 0.79± 0.25). The range ∆L = 25
MeV stems from the window of the linear averages of
experiment. The L value and its uncertainty obtained
from neutron skins with Ssw = 0 is thus quite compat-
ible with the quoted constraints from isospin diffusion
and isoscaling observables in HIC [6, 7, 8]. On the other
hand, the symmetry term of the incompressibility of the
nuclear EOS around equilibrium (K = Kv+Kτδ2) can be
estimated using information of the symmetry energy as
Kτ ≈ Ksym−6L [5, 6, 7]. The constraintKτ = −500±50
MeV is found from isospin diffusion [6, 7], whereas our
study of neutron skins leads to Kτ = −500+125

−100 MeV. A
value Kτ = −550± 100 MeV seems to be favored by the
giant monopole resonance (GMR) measured in Sn iso-
topes as is described in [13]. Even if the present analyses
may not be called definitive, significant consistency arises
among the values extracted for L and Kτ from seemingly
unrelated sets of data from reactions, ground-states of
nuclei, and collective excitations.
To assess the influence of the correction Ssw in (2) we

compute the surface widths bn and bp in ASINM [22].
This yields the bn(p) values of a finite nucleus if we re-
late the asymmetry δ0 in the bulk of ASINM to I by
δ0(1 + xA) = I + xAIC [21, 22, 23]. In doing so, we find
that Eq. (2) reproduces trustingly S (and its change with
I) of self-consistent Thomas-Fermi calculations of finite
nuclei made with the same nuclear force. Also, Ssw is
very well fitted by Ssw = σswI. All slopes σsw of the
forces of Fig. 1(c) lie between σmin

sw = 0.15 fm (SGII) and
σmax
sw = 0.31 fm (NL3). We then reanalyze the exper-

imental neutron skins including Smin
sw and Smax

sw in Eq.
(2) to simulate the two conceivable extremes of Ssw ac-
cording to mean field models. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. Our above estimates of L and Kτ could be shifted
by up to −25 and +125 MeV, respectively, by nonzero
Ssw. This is on the soft side of the HIC [6, 7, 8] and
GMR [13] analyses of the symmetry energy, but closer
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Comparison of the fit described in
the text of Eq. (2) with the experimental neutron skins
from antiprotonic measurements and their linear average S =
(0.9± 0.15)I + (−0.03± 0.02) fm [20]. Results of the modern
Skyrme SLy4 and relativistic FSUGold forces are also shown.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Constraints on L and Kτ from neutron
skins and their dependence on the Ssw correction of Eq. (2).
The crosses express the L and Kτ ranges compatible with the
uncertainties in the skin data. The shaded regions depict the
constraints on L and Kτ from isospin diffusion [6, 7] and on
Kτ as determined in [13] from the GMR of Sn isotopes.

to the alluded predictions from nucleon emission ratios
[9], the GDR [14], and nuclear binding systematics [17].
One should mention that the properties of csym(ρ) de-
rived from terrestrial nuclei have intimate connections to
astrophysics [3, 4, 10]. As an example, we can estimate
the transition density ρt between the crust and the core of
a neutron star [3, 10] as ρt/ρ0 ∼ 2/3+ (2/3)γKsym/2Kv,
following the model of Sect. 5.1 of Ref. [10]. The con-
straints from neutron skins hereby yield ρt ∼ 0.095±0.01
fm−3. This value would not support the direct URCA
process of cooling of a neutron star that requires a higher
ρt [3, 10]. The result is in accord with ρt ∼ 0.096 fm−3

of the microscopic EOS of Friedman and Pandharipande
[27], as well as with ρt ∼ 0.09 fm−3 predicted by a recent
analysis of pygmy dipole resonances in nuclei [15].
We would like to close with a brief comment regard-

ing the GDR. As mentioned, Ref. [14] very interestingly
constrains csym(0.1) from the GDR of 208Pb. The anal-

Currently some tension 
between PREX-II neutron skin 
measurement and existing 
neutron star EOS predictions
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• .$ , .' and .( manifest themselves at different |t| regions (different length scales).

H.Mantysaari, B.Schenke, C. Shen and W. Zhao, PhysRevLett.131.062301.
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other mass regions by calculating ε from ρA of Eq. (4).
We have checked numerically in multiple forces that the
results closely agree with Eq. (3) for the 40 ≤ A ≤ 238
stable nuclei given in Fig. 2.
With the help of Eq. (5) for t (using ρA to compute ε),

we next analyze constraints on the density dependence
of the symmetry energy by optimization of (2) to exper-
imental S data. We employ csym(ρ) = 31.6(ρ/ρ0)γ MeV
[6, 7, 8, 9] and take as experimental baseline the neutron
skins measured in 26 antiprotonic atoms [20] (see Fig. 2).
These data constitute the largest set of uniformly mea-
sured neutron skins over the mass table till date. With
allowance for the error bars, they are fitted linearly by
S = (0.9±0.15)I+(−0.03±0.02) fm [20]. This systemat-
ics renders comparisons of skin data with DM formulas,
which by construction average the microscopic shell ef-
fect, more meaningful [26]. We first set bn = bp (i.e.,
Ssw = 0) as done in the DM [12, 23, 26] and in the anal-
ysis of data in Ref. [19]. Following the above, we find
L = 75± 25 MeV (γ = 0.79± 0.25). The range ∆L = 25
MeV stems from the window of the linear averages of
experiment. The L value and its uncertainty obtained
from neutron skins with Ssw = 0 is thus quite compat-
ible with the quoted constraints from isospin diffusion
and isoscaling observables in HIC [6, 7, 8]. On the other
hand, the symmetry term of the incompressibility of the
nuclear EOS around equilibrium (K = Kv+Kτδ2) can be
estimated using information of the symmetry energy as
Kτ ≈ Ksym−6L [5, 6, 7]. The constraintKτ = −500±50
MeV is found from isospin diffusion [6, 7], whereas our
study of neutron skins leads to Kτ = −500+125

−100 MeV. A
value Kτ = −550± 100 MeV seems to be favored by the
giant monopole resonance (GMR) measured in Sn iso-
topes as is described in [13]. Even if the present analyses
may not be called definitive, significant consistency arises
among the values extracted for L and Kτ from seemingly
unrelated sets of data from reactions, ground-states of
nuclei, and collective excitations.
To assess the influence of the correction Ssw in (2) we

compute the surface widths bn and bp in ASINM [22].
This yields the bn(p) values of a finite nucleus if we re-
late the asymmetry δ0 in the bulk of ASINM to I by
δ0(1 + xA) = I + xAIC [21, 22, 23]. In doing so, we find
that Eq. (2) reproduces trustingly S (and its change with
I) of self-consistent Thomas-Fermi calculations of finite
nuclei made with the same nuclear force. Also, Ssw is
very well fitted by Ssw = σswI. All slopes σsw of the
forces of Fig. 1(c) lie between σmin

sw = 0.15 fm (SGII) and
σmax
sw = 0.31 fm (NL3). We then reanalyze the exper-

imental neutron skins including Smin
sw and Smax

sw in Eq.
(2) to simulate the two conceivable extremes of Ssw ac-
cording to mean field models. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. Our above estimates of L and Kτ could be shifted
by up to −25 and +125 MeV, respectively, by nonzero
Ssw. This is on the soft side of the HIC [6, 7, 8] and
GMR [13] analyses of the symmetry energy, but closer
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Comparison of the fit described in
the text of Eq. (2) with the experimental neutron skins
from antiprotonic measurements and their linear average S =
(0.9± 0.15)I + (−0.03± 0.02) fm [20]. Results of the modern
Skyrme SLy4 and relativistic FSUGold forces are also shown.
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skins and their dependence on the Ssw correction of Eq. (2).
The crosses express the L and Kτ ranges compatible with the
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constraints on L and Kτ from isospin diffusion [6, 7] and on
Kτ as determined in [13] from the GMR of Sn isotopes.

to the alluded predictions from nucleon emission ratios
[9], the GDR [14], and nuclear binding systematics [17].
One should mention that the properties of csym(ρ) de-
rived from terrestrial nuclei have intimate connections to
astrophysics [3, 4, 10]. As an example, we can estimate
the transition density ρt between the crust and the core of
a neutron star [3, 10] as ρt/ρ0 ∼ 2/3+ (2/3)γKsym/2Kv,
following the model of Sect. 5.1 of Ref. [10]. The con-
straints from neutron skins hereby yield ρt ∼ 0.095±0.01
fm−3. This value would not support the direct URCA
process of cooling of a neutron star that requires a higher
ρt [3, 10]. The result is in accord with ρt ∼ 0.096 fm−3

of the microscopic EOS of Friedman and Pandharipande
[27], as well as with ρt ∼ 0.09 fm−3 predicted by a recent
analysis of pygmy dipole resonances in nuclei [15].
We would like to close with a brief comment regard-

ing the GDR. As mentioned, Ref. [14] very interestingly
constrains csym(0.1) from the GDR of 208Pb. The anal-
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other mass regions by calculating ε from ρA of Eq. (4).
We have checked numerically in multiple forces that the
results closely agree with Eq. (3) for the 40 ≤ A ≤ 238
stable nuclei given in Fig. 2.
With the help of Eq. (5) for t (using ρA to compute ε),

we next analyze constraints on the density dependence
of the symmetry energy by optimization of (2) to exper-
imental S data. We employ csym(ρ) = 31.6(ρ/ρ0)γ MeV
[6, 7, 8, 9] and take as experimental baseline the neutron
skins measured in 26 antiprotonic atoms [20] (see Fig. 2).
These data constitute the largest set of uniformly mea-
sured neutron skins over the mass table till date. With
allowance for the error bars, they are fitted linearly by
S = (0.9±0.15)I+(−0.03±0.02) fm [20]. This systemat-
ics renders comparisons of skin data with DM formulas,
which by construction average the microscopic shell ef-
fect, more meaningful [26]. We first set bn = bp (i.e.,
Ssw = 0) as done in the DM [12, 23, 26] and in the anal-
ysis of data in Ref. [19]. Following the above, we find
L = 75± 25 MeV (γ = 0.79± 0.25). The range ∆L = 25
MeV stems from the window of the linear averages of
experiment. The L value and its uncertainty obtained
from neutron skins with Ssw = 0 is thus quite compat-
ible with the quoted constraints from isospin diffusion
and isoscaling observables in HIC [6, 7, 8]. On the other
hand, the symmetry term of the incompressibility of the
nuclear EOS around equilibrium (K = Kv+Kτδ2) can be
estimated using information of the symmetry energy as
Kτ ≈ Ksym−6L [5, 6, 7]. The constraintKτ = −500±50
MeV is found from isospin diffusion [6, 7], whereas our
study of neutron skins leads to Kτ = −500+125

−100 MeV. A
value Kτ = −550± 100 MeV seems to be favored by the
giant monopole resonance (GMR) measured in Sn iso-
topes as is described in [13]. Even if the present analyses
may not be called definitive, significant consistency arises
among the values extracted for L and Kτ from seemingly
unrelated sets of data from reactions, ground-states of
nuclei, and collective excitations.
To assess the influence of the correction Ssw in (2) we

compute the surface widths bn and bp in ASINM [22].
This yields the bn(p) values of a finite nucleus if we re-
late the asymmetry δ0 in the bulk of ASINM to I by
δ0(1 + xA) = I + xAIC [21, 22, 23]. In doing so, we find
that Eq. (2) reproduces trustingly S (and its change with
I) of self-consistent Thomas-Fermi calculations of finite
nuclei made with the same nuclear force. Also, Ssw is
very well fitted by Ssw = σswI. All slopes σsw of the
forces of Fig. 1(c) lie between σmin

sw = 0.15 fm (SGII) and
σmax
sw = 0.31 fm (NL3). We then reanalyze the exper-

imental neutron skins including Smin
sw and Smax

sw in Eq.
(2) to simulate the two conceivable extremes of Ssw ac-
cording to mean field models. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. Our above estimates of L and Kτ could be shifted
by up to −25 and +125 MeV, respectively, by nonzero
Ssw. This is on the soft side of the HIC [6, 7, 8] and
GMR [13] analyses of the symmetry energy, but closer
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to the alluded predictions from nucleon emission ratios
[9], the GDR [14], and nuclear binding systematics [17].
One should mention that the properties of csym(ρ) de-
rived from terrestrial nuclei have intimate connections to
astrophysics [3, 4, 10]. As an example, we can estimate
the transition density ρt between the crust and the core of
a neutron star [3, 10] as ρt/ρ0 ∼ 2/3+ (2/3)γKsym/2Kv,
following the model of Sect. 5.1 of Ref. [10]. The con-
straints from neutron skins hereby yield ρt ∼ 0.095±0.01
fm−3. This value would not support the direct URCA
process of cooling of a neutron star that requires a higher
ρt [3, 10]. The result is in accord with ρt ∼ 0.096 fm−3

of the microscopic EOS of Friedman and Pandharipande
[27], as well as with ρt ∼ 0.09 fm−3 predicted by a recent
analysis of pygmy dipole resonances in nuclei [15].
We would like to close with a brief comment regard-

ing the GDR. As mentioned, Ref. [14] very interestingly
constrains csym(0.1) from the GDR of 208Pb. The anal-
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• Large .$ enhances the fluctua2ons of the configura2ons projected onto x-y plane.
• .$ enhances incoherent cross sec2on at small |t|.

H.Mantysaari, B.Schenke, C. Shen and W. Zhao, PhysRevLett.131.062301.
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Incoherent Process, Not just a Background!
• Transverse momentum sets the 

length scale
• ‘See’ structures from whole 

nucleus, to nucleons, to quarks

FEBRUARY XII, MMXXIV Daniel Brandenburg | The Ohio State University 54• High |t| region of !∗ + A incoherent cross section probes sub-nucleon structures.
H.Mantysaari, B.Schenke, C. Shen and W. Zhao, Phys. Lett. B 833 (2022), 137348.
H.Mantysaari, B.Schenke, C. Shen and W. Zhao, PhysRevLett.131.062301.

Multi-scale imaging : "See" sub-nucleonic structures
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|t|-dependence of incoherent J/y photonuclear production ALICE Collaboration
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Figure 2: Cross section for the incoherent photoproduction of J/y vector mesons in ultra-peripheral Pb–Pb colli-
sions at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV measured at midrapidity. The uncorrelated uncertainty (statistical and systematic added

in quadrature) is indicated with the vertical bar, while the correlated uncertainty by the grey band. The width of
each |t| range is given by the horizontal bars. The lines show the predictions of the different models described in
the text. The bottom panel presents the ratio of the integral of the predicted to that of the measured cross section
in each |t| range. The relative uncertainties on the ratios calculated from GSZ are 45%.

at a sub-nucleon scale. These results confirm the importance of sub-nucleon fluctuations to describe
the measured incoherent J/y process at high energies, representing the first experimental step to use
the quantum fluctuations of the gluon field to search for saturation effects in heavy nuclei. In addition,
this measurement, when confronted to models, demonstrates that the contribution of the dissociative
component to the total incoherent cross section depends on |t|. Thus, future analyses shall study the
incoherent production of J/y as a function of rapidity and |t| [47]. Finally, this analysis, together with
recent measurements [18, 20], indicate that new or improved theoretical models are needed to describe
simultaneously the energy and |t|-dependence of both the coherent and the incoherent processes of J/y
photoproduction, to gain a better understanding of saturation effects at a more fundamental level.
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Access to Hadronic Light-by-Light
2

Interference with the hadronic light-by-light diagram 
Leads to a unique signature -> odd spin configurations
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𝜋4 𝜋4
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Novel Experimental input for muon g-2
Contribution from Hadronic Vacuum Polarization and Hadronic Light-by-Light 

are the largest theoretical uncertainties for Standard Model muon g-2
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Elliptic Gluon Tomography (Tensor Pomeron)
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FIG. 2: The asymmetry is plotted as the function of q? for
RHIC energy

p
S = 200GeV. The rapidities y1, y2 of produced

pions are integrated over the region [�1, 1] and Q is integrated
over the region [0.6GeV , 1GeV ]. The contributions from the
final state soft photon radiation and elliptic gluon distribution
to the asymmetry are shown separately.
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FIG. 3: The asymmetry in photon production of di-pion in
eA collisions at EIC is plotted as the function of q? for the
center of mass energy

p
S = 100GeV. The rapidities y1, y2

of produced pions are integrated over the region [2, 3] and
the invariant mass of di-pion Q is integrated over the re-
gion [0.6GeV , 1GeV ]. Transverse momentum carried by the
quasi-real photon emitted from electron beam is required to
be smaller than 0.1GeV.
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be smaller than 0.1GeV.
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FIG. 1: cos 4� azimuthal asymmetry results from the in-
terference between the p wave and the f wave of pion pairs
that are from the decay of ⇢0 meson in conjugate amplitude,
and are from direct production in the amplitude. The color
neutral exchange in the amplitude described by the elliptic
gluon distribution e↵ectively carries two unit orbital angular
momentum. The incident photon is linearly polarized.

calculations. First of all, the dipole-nucleus scat-
tering amplitude (the azimuthal independent part) is
parametrized in terms of dipole-nucleon scattering am-
plitude N (r?) [74–78],

N(b?, r?) ⇡ 1� [1� 2⇡BpTA(b?)N (r?)]
A (21)

where we adopt the GBW model for N (r?). We
also made the numerical estimates with a more so-
phisticated treatment for N (r?) [76–79], which leads
to the similar results. The nuclear thickness function
TA(b?) is determined with the Woods-Saxon distribu-
tion in our numerical calculation, and Bp = 4GeV �1.
For the scalar part of vector meson function, we use
“Gauss-LC” wave function also taken from Ref. [74, 75]:

⌦⇤(|r?|, z) = �z(1 � z) exp
h
� r2?

2R2
?

i
with � = 4.47,

R2
? = 21.9GeV�2. The nuclear thickness function is

estimated with the Woods-Saxon distribution, F (~k2) =R
d3rei

~k·~r C0

1+exp [(r�RWS)/d] where RWS (Au: 6.38fm) is

the radius and d (Au.:0.535fm) is the skin depth. C0 is
the normalization factor.

UPCs events measured at RHIC are triggered by de-
tecting accompanied forward neutron emissions. The im-
pact parameter dependence of the probability for emit-
ting any number of neutrons from an excited nucleus
(referred to as the “Xn” event) is described by the

function, P (b̃?) = 1 � exp
h
�P1n(b̃?)

i
with P1n(b̃?) =

5.45 ⇤ 10�5 Z3(A�Z)

A2/3b̃2?
fm2. Therefore, the “tagged” UPC

cross section is defined as,

2⇡

Z 1

2RA

b̃?db̃?P
2(b̃?)d�(b̃?, ...) (22)

With all these ingredients, we are ready to perform nu-
merical study of the cos 4� azimuthal asymmetry for
RHIC kinematics.

We first compute the azimuthal averaged cross section
and compare it with STAR data to fix the coe�cient
C ⇡ �10 which determines the relative magnitude be-
tween the direct pion pair production and that via ⇢0

decay. We then are able to compute the cos 4� asymme-
try from the elliptic gluon distribution. The QED and
the elliptic gluon distribution contributions to the asym-
metry are separately presented in Fig. 2. If we only take
into account the final state soft photon radiation e↵ect,
the theory calculation severely underestimates the ex-
perimental data. To match the STAR data [39], a rather
large value of the coe�cient E = 0.4 in the Eq. 15 which
is roughly one order of magnitude larger than the per-
turbative estimate for E [10, 17], has been used in our
numerical calculation. Since we are dealing with the deep
non-perturbative region, it is hard to tell whether such
large value for E is reasonable or not. Moreover, there is
a lot of uncertainties associated with the transition from
quark pair to di-pion. Other non-perturbative model for
describing this transition might lead to a much larger
asymmetry with the same value of E. Nevertheless, as
demonstrated in Fig. 2, it is clear that the elliptic gluon
distribution is a necessary element to account for the ob-
served asymmetry (around 10% ).

We also compute the cos 4� azimuthal asymmetry in
the process � + A ! A0 + ⇡+ + ⇡� for EIC kinematics
with the same set parameters. It is shown in Fig. 3 that
the contribution from the elliptic gluon distribution to
the asymmetry flips the sign as the result of the absence
of the double slit interference e↵ect in eA collisions. It
would be very interesting to test this predication at the
future EIC. In view of the recent findings [23, 24], this
might be the only clean observable to probe the gluon
Wigner function at EIC, because it is free from the con-
tamination due to the final state soft gluon radiation ef-
fect.

Conclusion. We studied cos 4� azimuthal asymmetry
in exclusive di-pion production near ⇢0 resonance peak in
UPCs. Both the final state soft photon radiation e↵ect
and the elliptic gluon distribution can give rise to such a
asymmetry. It is shown that the QED e↵ect alone, which
can be cleanly computed, is not adequate to describe the
STAR data. On the other hand, with some model de-
pendent input, a better agreement with the preliminary
STAR data is reached after including the elliptic gluon
distribution contribution, though the theory calculation
still underestimates the measured asymmetry. This thus
leads us to conclude that the observed cos 4� asymmetry
might signal the very existence of the non-trivial quan-
tum correlation encoded in elliptic gluon distribution.
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Elliptic gluon distribution: correlation 
between impact parameter and momentum
• Clear signature of elliptic gluon 

distribution within nuclei.
• Complimentary measurements at RHIC 

and EIC
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Neutron Skins at High-Energy

• Uranium neutron skin 
appears surprisingly large?
• Above trend and low-

energy measurements?
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• .$ , .' and .( manifest themselves at different |t| regions (different length scales).

H.Mantysaari, B.Schenke, C. Shen and W. Zhao, PhysRevLett.131.062301.

Multi-scale imaging: Nuclear deformations
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238U, !! = #. %

!! !" !#
𝑺𝑼 = 𝟎. 𝟒𝟒	 ± 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓 (stat.) 

±𝟎. 𝟎𝟖	(syst.) fm

3

other mass regions by calculating ε from ρA of Eq. (4).
We have checked numerically in multiple forces that the
results closely agree with Eq. (3) for the 40 ≤ A ≤ 238
stable nuclei given in Fig. 2.
With the help of Eq. (5) for t (using ρA to compute ε),

we next analyze constraints on the density dependence
of the symmetry energy by optimization of (2) to exper-
imental S data. We employ csym(ρ) = 31.6(ρ/ρ0)γ MeV
[6, 7, 8, 9] and take as experimental baseline the neutron
skins measured in 26 antiprotonic atoms [20] (see Fig. 2).
These data constitute the largest set of uniformly mea-
sured neutron skins over the mass table till date. With
allowance for the error bars, they are fitted linearly by
S = (0.9±0.15)I+(−0.03±0.02) fm [20]. This systemat-
ics renders comparisons of skin data with DM formulas,
which by construction average the microscopic shell ef-
fect, more meaningful [26]. We first set bn = bp (i.e.,
Ssw = 0) as done in the DM [12, 23, 26] and in the anal-
ysis of data in Ref. [19]. Following the above, we find
L = 75± 25 MeV (γ = 0.79± 0.25). The range ∆L = 25
MeV stems from the window of the linear averages of
experiment. The L value and its uncertainty obtained
from neutron skins with Ssw = 0 is thus quite compat-
ible with the quoted constraints from isospin diffusion
and isoscaling observables in HIC [6, 7, 8]. On the other
hand, the symmetry term of the incompressibility of the
nuclear EOS around equilibrium (K = Kv+Kτδ2) can be
estimated using information of the symmetry energy as
Kτ ≈ Ksym−6L [5, 6, 7]. The constraintKτ = −500±50
MeV is found from isospin diffusion [6, 7], whereas our
study of neutron skins leads to Kτ = −500+125

−100 MeV. A
value Kτ = −550± 100 MeV seems to be favored by the
giant monopole resonance (GMR) measured in Sn iso-
topes as is described in [13]. Even if the present analyses
may not be called definitive, significant consistency arises
among the values extracted for L and Kτ from seemingly
unrelated sets of data from reactions, ground-states of
nuclei, and collective excitations.
To assess the influence of the correction Ssw in (2) we

compute the surface widths bn and bp in ASINM [22].
This yields the bn(p) values of a finite nucleus if we re-
late the asymmetry δ0 in the bulk of ASINM to I by
δ0(1 + xA) = I + xAIC [21, 22, 23]. In doing so, we find
that Eq. (2) reproduces trustingly S (and its change with
I) of self-consistent Thomas-Fermi calculations of finite
nuclei made with the same nuclear force. Also, Ssw is
very well fitted by Ssw = σswI. All slopes σsw of the
forces of Fig. 1(c) lie between σmin

sw = 0.15 fm (SGII) and
σmax
sw = 0.31 fm (NL3). We then reanalyze the exper-

imental neutron skins including Smin
sw and Smax

sw in Eq.
(2) to simulate the two conceivable extremes of Ssw ac-
cording to mean field models. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. Our above estimates of L and Kτ could be shifted
by up to −25 and +125 MeV, respectively, by nonzero
Ssw. This is on the soft side of the HIC [6, 7, 8] and
GMR [13] analyses of the symmetry energy, but closer
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Comparison of the fit described in
the text of Eq. (2) with the experimental neutron skins
from antiprotonic measurements and their linear average S =
(0.9± 0.15)I + (−0.03± 0.02) fm [20]. Results of the modern
Skyrme SLy4 and relativistic FSUGold forces are also shown.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Constraints on L and Kτ from neutron
skins and their dependence on the Ssw correction of Eq. (2).
The crosses express the L and Kτ ranges compatible with the
uncertainties in the skin data. The shaded regions depict the
constraints on L and Kτ from isospin diffusion [6, 7] and on
Kτ as determined in [13] from the GMR of Sn isotopes.

to the alluded predictions from nucleon emission ratios
[9], the GDR [14], and nuclear binding systematics [17].
One should mention that the properties of csym(ρ) de-
rived from terrestrial nuclei have intimate connections to
astrophysics [3, 4, 10]. As an example, we can estimate
the transition density ρt between the crust and the core of
a neutron star [3, 10] as ρt/ρ0 ∼ 2/3+ (2/3)γKsym/2Kv,
following the model of Sect. 5.1 of Ref. [10]. The con-
straints from neutron skins hereby yield ρt ∼ 0.095±0.01
fm−3. This value would not support the direct URCA
process of cooling of a neutron star that requires a higher
ρt [3, 10]. The result is in accord with ρt ∼ 0.096 fm−3

of the microscopic EOS of Friedman and Pandharipande
[27], as well as with ρt ∼ 0.09 fm−3 predicted by a recent
analysis of pygmy dipole resonances in nuclei [15].
We would like to close with a brief comment regard-

ing the GDR. As mentioned, Ref. [14] very interestingly
constrains csym(0.1) from the GDR of 208Pb. The anal-



Applications & Broader Impact
Beyond the Standard Model

• Dark Photon search : (High School student, BNL summer 
research program)

• Relevant for LHC Axion search in Light-by-Light scattering 
• JDB, W. Zha, and Z. Xu, Eur. Phys. J. A 57, 299 (2021)
• JDB, W. Li, et al., arXiv:2006.07365 (2020).
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Robust Theoretical Description
• First theoreWcal predicWon for deformed 

Uranium
• SensiWvity to nuclear geometry!

• 2D Tomography possible through 
Interference effect
• Also require very large U radius
• Assumes amplitude interference for 

coherent process

FEBRUARY XII, MMXXIV Daniel Brandenburg | The Ohio State University 62• In U+U, larger .$ leads to flaPer spectra (smaller radius). Larger .$ has larger incoherent at
low 5)$, leads to the flaPer 67/65)$. Also the ini2al photon kT is more important.

Interference in Au+Au and U+U
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Interference pa_ern used for diffracaon 
tomography of gluon distribuaon →             
analog to x-ray diffracaon tomography

First high-energy measurements of gluon 
distribuFon with sub-femtometer resoluFon

🤔😅
✅ Technique provides quanataave access to 

gluon saturaaon effects
❌ BUT measurements via other vector mesons 

are needed for to validate QCD theoreacal 
predicaons/interpretaaons 

Future measurements with 𝝓 meson and 𝐉/𝝍	
are important
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• Gold agrees well with 
state-of-the-art energy 
density functional 
calculations
• Consistent with trend from 

low energy measurements
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other mass regions by calculating ε from ρA of Eq. (4).
We have checked numerically in multiple forces that the
results closely agree with Eq. (3) for the 40 ≤ A ≤ 238
stable nuclei given in Fig. 2.
With the help of Eq. (5) for t (using ρA to compute ε),

we next analyze constraints on the density dependence
of the symmetry energy by optimization of (2) to exper-
imental S data. We employ csym(ρ) = 31.6(ρ/ρ0)γ MeV
[6, 7, 8, 9] and take as experimental baseline the neutron
skins measured in 26 antiprotonic atoms [20] (see Fig. 2).
These data constitute the largest set of uniformly mea-
sured neutron skins over the mass table till date. With
allowance for the error bars, they are fitted linearly by
S = (0.9±0.15)I+(−0.03±0.02) fm [20]. This systemat-
ics renders comparisons of skin data with DM formulas,
which by construction average the microscopic shell ef-
fect, more meaningful [26]. We first set bn = bp (i.e.,
Ssw = 0) as done in the DM [12, 23, 26] and in the anal-
ysis of data in Ref. [19]. Following the above, we find
L = 75± 25 MeV (γ = 0.79± 0.25). The range ∆L = 25
MeV stems from the window of the linear averages of
experiment. The L value and its uncertainty obtained
from neutron skins with Ssw = 0 is thus quite compat-
ible with the quoted constraints from isospin diffusion
and isoscaling observables in HIC [6, 7, 8]. On the other
hand, the symmetry term of the incompressibility of the
nuclear EOS around equilibrium (K = Kv+Kτδ2) can be
estimated using information of the symmetry energy as
Kτ ≈ Ksym−6L [5, 6, 7]. The constraintKτ = −500±50
MeV is found from isospin diffusion [6, 7], whereas our
study of neutron skins leads to Kτ = −500+125

−100 MeV. A
value Kτ = −550± 100 MeV seems to be favored by the
giant monopole resonance (GMR) measured in Sn iso-
topes as is described in [13]. Even if the present analyses
may not be called definitive, significant consistency arises
among the values extracted for L and Kτ from seemingly
unrelated sets of data from reactions, ground-states of
nuclei, and collective excitations.
To assess the influence of the correction Ssw in (2) we

compute the surface widths bn and bp in ASINM [22].
This yields the bn(p) values of a finite nucleus if we re-
late the asymmetry δ0 in the bulk of ASINM to I by
δ0(1 + xA) = I + xAIC [21, 22, 23]. In doing so, we find
that Eq. (2) reproduces trustingly S (and its change with
I) of self-consistent Thomas-Fermi calculations of finite
nuclei made with the same nuclear force. Also, Ssw is
very well fitted by Ssw = σswI. All slopes σsw of the
forces of Fig. 1(c) lie between σmin

sw = 0.15 fm (SGII) and
σmax
sw = 0.31 fm (NL3). We then reanalyze the exper-

imental neutron skins including Smin
sw and Smax

sw in Eq.
(2) to simulate the two conceivable extremes of Ssw ac-
cording to mean field models. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. Our above estimates of L and Kτ could be shifted
by up to −25 and +125 MeV, respectively, by nonzero
Ssw. This is on the soft side of the HIC [6, 7, 8] and
GMR [13] analyses of the symmetry energy, but closer
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Comparison of the fit described in
the text of Eq. (2) with the experimental neutron skins
from antiprotonic measurements and their linear average S =
(0.9± 0.15)I + (−0.03± 0.02) fm [20]. Results of the modern
Skyrme SLy4 and relativistic FSUGold forces are also shown.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Constraints on L and Kτ from neutron
skins and their dependence on the Ssw correction of Eq. (2).
The crosses express the L and Kτ ranges compatible with the
uncertainties in the skin data. The shaded regions depict the
constraints on L and Kτ from isospin diffusion [6, 7] and on
Kτ as determined in [13] from the GMR of Sn isotopes.

to the alluded predictions from nucleon emission ratios
[9], the GDR [14], and nuclear binding systematics [17].
One should mention that the properties of csym(ρ) de-
rived from terrestrial nuclei have intimate connections to
astrophysics [3, 4, 10]. As an example, we can estimate
the transition density ρt between the crust and the core of
a neutron star [3, 10] as ρt/ρ0 ∼ 2/3+ (2/3)γKsym/2Kv,
following the model of Sect. 5.1 of Ref. [10]. The con-
straints from neutron skins hereby yield ρt ∼ 0.095±0.01
fm−3. This value would not support the direct URCA
process of cooling of a neutron star that requires a higher
ρt [3, 10]. The result is in accord with ρt ∼ 0.096 fm−3

of the microscopic EOS of Friedman and Pandharipande
[27], as well as with ρt ∼ 0.09 fm−3 predicted by a recent
analysis of pygmy dipole resonances in nuclei [15].
We would like to close with a brief comment regard-

ing the GDR. As mentioned, Ref. [14] very interestingly
constrains csym(0.1) from the GDR of 208Pb. The anal-

𝑺𝑨𝒖 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟕	 ± 𝟎. 𝟎𝟑(stat.) 
±𝟎. 𝟎𝟖(syst.) fm

 
𝑺𝑨𝒖𝑴𝑹J𝑬𝑫𝑭 =	0.17 fm 

Bally, B., Giacalone, G. & Bender, M. 
Eur. Phys. J. A 59, 58 (2023).

https://doi.org/10.1140/epja/s10050-023-00955-3


Neutron Skins at High-Energy

• Uranium neutron skin 
appears surprisingly large?
• Above trend and low-energy 

measurements?
• Theoretical approach based 

on CGC finds similar result as 
phenomenological approach
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other mass regions by calculating ε from ρA of Eq. (4).
We have checked numerically in multiple forces that the
results closely agree with Eq. (3) for the 40 ≤ A ≤ 238
stable nuclei given in Fig. 2.
With the help of Eq. (5) for t (using ρA to compute ε),

we next analyze constraints on the density dependence
of the symmetry energy by optimization of (2) to exper-
imental S data. We employ csym(ρ) = 31.6(ρ/ρ0)γ MeV
[6, 7, 8, 9] and take as experimental baseline the neutron
skins measured in 26 antiprotonic atoms [20] (see Fig. 2).
These data constitute the largest set of uniformly mea-
sured neutron skins over the mass table till date. With
allowance for the error bars, they are fitted linearly by
S = (0.9±0.15)I+(−0.03±0.02) fm [20]. This systemat-
ics renders comparisons of skin data with DM formulas,
which by construction average the microscopic shell ef-
fect, more meaningful [26]. We first set bn = bp (i.e.,
Ssw = 0) as done in the DM [12, 23, 26] and in the anal-
ysis of data in Ref. [19]. Following the above, we find
L = 75± 25 MeV (γ = 0.79± 0.25). The range ∆L = 25
MeV stems from the window of the linear averages of
experiment. The L value and its uncertainty obtained
from neutron skins with Ssw = 0 is thus quite compat-
ible with the quoted constraints from isospin diffusion
and isoscaling observables in HIC [6, 7, 8]. On the other
hand, the symmetry term of the incompressibility of the
nuclear EOS around equilibrium (K = Kv+Kτδ2) can be
estimated using information of the symmetry energy as
Kτ ≈ Ksym−6L [5, 6, 7]. The constraintKτ = −500±50
MeV is found from isospin diffusion [6, 7], whereas our
study of neutron skins leads to Kτ = −500+125

−100 MeV. A
value Kτ = −550± 100 MeV seems to be favored by the
giant monopole resonance (GMR) measured in Sn iso-
topes as is described in [13]. Even if the present analyses
may not be called definitive, significant consistency arises
among the values extracted for L and Kτ from seemingly
unrelated sets of data from reactions, ground-states of
nuclei, and collective excitations.
To assess the influence of the correction Ssw in (2) we

compute the surface widths bn and bp in ASINM [22].
This yields the bn(p) values of a finite nucleus if we re-
late the asymmetry δ0 in the bulk of ASINM to I by
δ0(1 + xA) = I + xAIC [21, 22, 23]. In doing so, we find
that Eq. (2) reproduces trustingly S (and its change with
I) of self-consistent Thomas-Fermi calculations of finite
nuclei made with the same nuclear force. Also, Ssw is
very well fitted by Ssw = σswI. All slopes σsw of the
forces of Fig. 1(c) lie between σmin

sw = 0.15 fm (SGII) and
σmax
sw = 0.31 fm (NL3). We then reanalyze the exper-

imental neutron skins including Smin
sw and Smax

sw in Eq.
(2) to simulate the two conceivable extremes of Ssw ac-
cording to mean field models. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. Our above estimates of L and Kτ could be shifted
by up to −25 and +125 MeV, respectively, by nonzero
Ssw. This is on the soft side of the HIC [6, 7, 8] and
GMR [13] analyses of the symmetry energy, but closer
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the text of Eq. (2) with the experimental neutron skins
from antiprotonic measurements and their linear average S =
(0.9± 0.15)I + (−0.03± 0.02) fm [20]. Results of the modern
Skyrme SLy4 and relativistic FSUGold forces are also shown.
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constraints on L and Kτ from isospin diffusion [6, 7] and on
Kτ as determined in [13] from the GMR of Sn isotopes.

to the alluded predictions from nucleon emission ratios
[9], the GDR [14], and nuclear binding systematics [17].
One should mention that the properties of csym(ρ) de-
rived from terrestrial nuclei have intimate connections to
astrophysics [3, 4, 10]. As an example, we can estimate
the transition density ρt between the crust and the core of
a neutron star [3, 10] as ρt/ρ0 ∼ 2/3+ (2/3)γKsym/2Kv,
following the model of Sect. 5.1 of Ref. [10]. The con-
straints from neutron skins hereby yield ρt ∼ 0.095±0.01
fm−3. This value would not support the direct URCA
process of cooling of a neutron star that requires a higher
ρt [3, 10]. The result is in accord with ρt ∼ 0.096 fm−3

of the microscopic EOS of Friedman and Pandharipande
[27], as well as with ρt ∼ 0.09 fm−3 predicted by a recent
analysis of pygmy dipole resonances in nuclei [15].
We would like to close with a brief comment regard-

ing the GDR. As mentioned, Ref. [14] very interestingly
constrains csym(0.1) from the GDR of 208Pb. The anal-



Robust Theoretical Description
• First theoretical prediction for deformed 

Uranium
• Sensitivity to nuclear geometry!

• 2D Tomography possible through 
Interference effect
• Also require very large U radius
• Assumes amplitude interference for 

coherent process

FEBRUARY XII, MMXXIV Daniel Brandenburg | The Ohio State University 66• In U+U, larger .$ leads to flaPer spectra (smaller radius). Larger .$ has larger incoherent at
low 5)$, leads to the flaPer 67/65)$. Also the ini2al photon kT is more important.
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Confirmation from ALICE (New at QM Sept 2023)
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Neutron emission categories test the impact 
parameter dependence

Small bLarge b

XnXn

0n0n Xn0n + 0nXn



Polarization effects: coherent 
diffractive 𝐽/𝜓• New STAR measurement of 

𝐽/𝜓 at QM in Sept 2023
• Consistent within error with 

Diffraction + Interference 
(Diff+Int) effect at low 𝑝1
• Effect of Soft Photon radiation 

(Rad) visible at higher 𝑝1
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Figure 9. Distributions of the mππ mass for elastic ρ production with |t| < 0.5 GeV2, expressed
as ep cross sections, after experimental corrections and background subtraction, for four ranges
in Q2 and in the W domains defined in table 4. The solid curves show the results of fits to
the data in the mass range 0.6 ≤ mππ ≤ 1.1 GeV of the relativistic Breit-Wigner function with
momentum dependent width defined in eqs. (5.4)–(5.5), with skewing of the mass distribution
following the Söding parameterisation given by eq. (5.6); the dashed curves correspond to a non-
skewed relativistic Breit-Wigner function and the dotted curves to the interference between resonant
and non-resonant amplitudes.

Skewing. The mass distributions are skewed towards small masses, especially at low

Q2. According to Söding’s analysis [124], this is due to the interference of the ρ meson

with background from p-wave Drell-type non-resonant ππ pair production, with positive

interference for mππ < mρ and negative interference for mππ > mρ.

Following one of the forms of skewing proposed in [18], the ρ mass shape is described as
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where resonant and non-resonant ππ production are supposed to be in phase. The inter-

ference is proportional to fI , which is taken to be independent of the mππ mass; the very
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VM

Photon energies ≳ 10 GeV: probe gluon distribution - Interaction through 
ℙomeron (two gluon state at lowest order)

• Photo-nuclear measurements have been used to study QCD matter 
already for decades[1-3]
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Photon quantum numbers 𝐽23 = 1## : Can transform into a ‘heavy photon’ 
i.e. a vector meson (𝜌=, 𝜙	, 𝐽/𝜓) with 𝐽N = 1J

• Photo-nuclear measurements have been used to study QCD maeer 
already for decades[1-3]
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momentum carried by one of the quarks. The scale evolution is calculated, in the HERA

kinematic domain, using the DGLAP equations, and higher order corrections have been

calculated [73–75, 80]. Collinear factorisation holds for heavy VMs [46], and its validity is

extended to transverse amplitudes at sufficiently high Q2 (see e.g. [46, 58, 61, 82]).

Dipole approach. At high energy (small x) and small |t|, VM production is conveniently

studied in the proton rest frame, for all values of Q2. It is described as three factorising

contributions, characterised by widely different time scales [85–87], as illustrated in fig-

ure 2(b): the fluctuation of the virtual photon into a qq̄ colour dipole, with a coupling

depending only on the quark charge, the dipole-proton scattering (either elastic or proton

dissociative scattering), and the qq̄ recombination into the final state VM. The amplitude is

T γ!p→V p(x; t) =

∫ 1

0
dz

∫

d2r Ψγ(z, r) · σqq̄−p(x, r; t) · ΨV (z, r), (2.2)

where r is the transverse distance between the quark and the antiquark, and Ψγ(z, r) and

ΨV (z, r) are the photon and the VM wave functions, respectively. The diffractive dipole-

proton cross section σqq̄−p(x, r; t) is expected to be flavour independent and to depend only

on the dipole transverse size (the impact parameter between the dipole and the proton is

integrated over). Photons with large virtuality and fluctuations into heavy quarks are

dominated by dipoles with small transverse size. In this case, the two quarks tend at large

distance to screen each other’s colour (“colour transparency” [88, 89]), which explains the

small cross section. In several models [49–51, 56], the convolution of the VM wave function

with the dipole is expected to play a significant role in VM production, by selecting specific

dipoles. It can be noted that the Generalised Vector Meson Dominance model [43, 64, 65]

is related to the dipole approach.

Dipole-proton scattering is modeled at lowest order (LO) in pQCD through the ex-

change of a gluon pair in a colour singlet state [90, 91], and in the leading logarithm

approximation (LL 1/x) as the exchange of a BFKL-type gluon ladder. In a (z,kt) rep-

resentation, where kt represents the quark (or antiquark) momentum component trans-

verse to the photon direction (i.e. the Fourier transform of the dipole transverse size),

kt-unintegrated gluon distribution functions are used. The contributions of gluons with

small kt are of a non-perturbative nature, whereas at large kt they can be obtained from

the Q2 logarithmic derivative of the usual, integrated, gluon distribution, G(x,Q2). In

the LO and LL 1/x approximations both gluons emitted from the proton carry the same

fraction x of the proton longitudinal momentum and the cross section is proportional to

the square of the gluon density [54, 55]. Calculations beyond the LL 1/x approximation

take into account the difference between the longitudinal momentum fractions carried by

the two gluons (“skewing” effects) [59, 82, 92].

At low x, VM production can be calculated [67, 71, 72, 76, 79], in the absence of a hard

scale, using universal dipole-proton cross sections obtained from deep inelastic scattering

(DIS) measurements [93]. This approach automatically incorporates soft, non-perturbative

contributions. Such models often involve parton saturation effects, expected from the

recombination of high density gluons [94–96] as inferred from the observation of geometric

scaling [79, 96]. DGLAP evolution can also be included, for instance in the model [76].

– 6 –

The amplitude has three components:

Photon Diffractive 
Dipole

Vector 
Meson



Entanglement Enabled Intensity Interferometry
Hanbury Brown and Twiss effect is 
a two (identical) particle 
interference due to quantum 
statistics

States must be identical to 
interfere, otherwise incoherent 
sum:

After entangling interference is 
restored:

J. Cotler, F. Wilczek, and V. Borish, Annals of Physics 424, 168346 (2021).
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The Breit-Wheeler Process

• Non-linear effect forbidden in classical electromagnetism
• At lowest order, two Feynman diagrams contribute and interfere
• Only tree level process still not observed observed after 80+ years!

DECEM HER 15, 1934 P H YS I CAI REVI EW VOI-U M E

Collision of Two Light Quanta
G. BREIT AND JQHN A. WHEELER, **Department of Physics, ¹mYork University

(Received October 23, 1934)

The recombination of free electrons and free positrons
and its connection with the Compton effect have been
treated by Dirac before the experimental discovery of the
positron. In the present note are given analogous calcula-
tions for the production of positron electron pairs as a
result of the collision of two light quanta. The angular
distribution of the ejected pairs is calculated for diff'erent

polarizations, and formulas are given for the angular dis-
tribution of photons due to recombination. The results are
applied to the collision of high energy photons of cosmic
radiation with the temperature radiation of interstellar
space. The effect on the absorption of such. quanta is found
to be negligibly small.

~WO simultaneously acting light waves with
vector potentials

A;=a;* exp {—(~;l—k;r) I
+a; exp {2(cv;t—k,r) } (1)

are considered as acting on an electron. Under
the inliuence of the waves a single electron wave
function P'2) is changed, and the perturbed
function may be expanded according to powers
of a, u*. The phenomena of pair production and
of recombination have to do with the terms in
a&*a2* and. u1c&, respectively, as is obvious frorr1
the theory of quantization of light waves. We
consider first the pair production. We let the
function $(0) represent an electron in a negative
energy state. It is convenient for practical
applications to normalize P"& so as to have the
electron density equal to unity. It is also un-
necessary to use quantized light waves in the
pair production problem, since the results with
quantized waves are known to be identical with
those obtained by means of ordinary waves.
'As a result of the calculation one finds that at
a time t after the application of the waves the
wave function contains a term which may be
interpreted as referring to an electron in a
positive energy state with a momentum and a
spin coordinate which are functions of the
original momentum and spin and of the momenta
and polarizations of the light quanta. The
density of electrons corresponding to this wave
function may be put into the form

* Now at Department of Physics, University of Wis-
consin.**National Research Fellow now at Copenhagen.

8W=c(P22+m2c2) 2+ W1—h1 1—hv2,
W1=—W, (3)

where P2 Pl+Pl+ P2
is the final momentum of the electron and
P1, P& are the momenta of the quanta. The total
electron density due to the two light quanta is
obtained by summing expression (2) over all
possible states of negative energy. The equal and
opposite spin directions for every p& contribute
to the density. One is thus only interested in
the average for 8 over the different directions 0.

of the positron spin. This average will be called8'. There are 2P1'dP1d~1 U/h' electronic states
of negative energy in the fundamental volume V
for which the momentum is p1 and the direction
is within the solid. angle dco1. Each of (hese has
a density 1/ U. The number of positron electron
pairs produced per cm' corresponding to the
absolute value of positron momentum being
between p1 and p1+dp1 in the direction —P1 and
in solid angle ds&1 is thus obtained from (2) by
multiplying it by 2P1'dp1dco1/h'. Integrating over
dpi, and making use of

d(5W) ~ I Pl/Wl+P1P2/P1W2jdp1 (3)

—exp ( 2tbw—/h) I2/(Bw)'. (2)

Here 8 is a dimensionless number depending on
initial momenta and spin and the polarizations
of the quanta. 6$' is the difference in energy of
the initial and the final states. Thus if S'
=—IWI is the energy of the electron in its
initial state and if hv1, kv2 are the energies of the
quanta, then
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Gregory Breit

John Wheeler
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Photon Polarization In Ultra-Peripheral Collisions
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• Polarization vector 𝜉: aligned 
radially with the “emitting” source
• Intrinsic photon spin converted 

into orbital angular momentum 
• Observable as anisotropy in 𝑒± 

momentum

:Beam Direction

S. Bragin, et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 119 (2017), 250403 
R. P. Mignani, et al., Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 465 (2017), 492

C. Li, J. Zhou, Y. Zhou, Phys. Lett. B 795, 576 (2019)
C. Li, J. Zhou & Y. Zhou Phys. Rev. D 101, 034015 (2020).

For decades it was believed the polarization info 
was lost due to random event-by-event orientation!



Photon Polarization In Ultra-Peripheral Collisions
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• Polarization vector 𝜉: aligned 
radially with the “emitting” source
• Intrinsic photon spin converted 

into orbital angular momentum 
• Observable as anisotropy in 𝑒± 

momentum
S. Bragin, et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 119 (2017), 250403 
R. P. Mignani, et al., Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 465 (2017), 492

C. Li, J. Zhou, Y. Zhou, Phys. Lett. B 795, 576 (2019)
C. Li, J. Zhou & Y. Zhou Phys. Rev. D 101, 034015 (2020).
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STAR   < 0.1 GeV < 0.76 GeV, Pee0.45 < M

eφ − eeφ = φ∆

Experimental access to photon 
polarization demonstrated

(STAR Collaboration)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 052302 (2021)

Breit-Wheeler

Discovery 2021
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Trivial Spin-Momentum Alignment?
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𝑘5 ≈ 5	MeV

Photon

Pomeron
𝑘) ≈ 50 
MeV

VM inherits the spin from photon (no helicity flip)
Diffrac8ve -> VM momentum dominantly from the Pomeron
→ VM has no alignment between spin and momentum 

L. ADAMCZYK et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 96, 054904 (2017)

TABLE VII. The coherent and incoherent cross sections for ρ0 photoproduction within |y| < 1 with XnXn

and 1n1n mutual excitation, and their ratios.

Parameter XnXn 1n1n

σcoh. 6.49 ± 0.01 (stat.) ± 1.18 (syst.) mb 0.770 ± 0.004 (stat.) ± 0.140 (syst.) mb
σincoh. 2.89 ± 0.02 (stat.) ± 0.54 (syst.) mb 0.162 ± 0.010 (stat.) ± 0.029 (syst.) mb
σincoh./σcoh. 0.445 ± 0.015 (stat.) ± 0.005 (syst.) 0.233 ± 0.007 (stat.) ± 0.007 (syst.)

If the nuclear excitation was completely independent of ρ
photoproduction, then the cross-section ratio for incoherent
to coherent production should not depend on the type of
nuclear excitation studied. It is not; the difference could
signal the breakdown of factorization, for a couple of reasons.
One possibility is that unitarity corrections play a role by
changing the impact parameter distributions for 1n1n and
XnXn interactions. When b ! 2RA, the cost of introducing
another low-energy photon into the reaction is small. So one
photon can excite a nucleus to a GDR, while a second photon
can further excite the nucleus, leading to Xn emission rather
than 1n [18]. The additional photon alters the impact parameter
distributions for the 1n1n and XnXn channels. The XnXn
channel will experience a slightly larger reduction at small |t |
due to interference from the two production sites. This may
slightly alter the measured slopes and coherent-to-incoherent
ratios. Alternately, at large |t |, a single photon can both produce
a ρ0 and leave the target nucleus excited, breaking the assumed
factorization paradigm. The rate has not been calculated for ρ0,
but the cross section for J/ψ photoproduction accompanied by
neutron emission is significant [39]. This calculated J/ψ cross
section is noticeably less for single neutron emission than for
multineutron emission, so ρ0 photoproduction accompanied
by neutron emission might alter the XnXn incoherent-to-
coherent cross-section ratio more than that of 1n1n. The differ-
ence between the ratios for 1n1n and XnXn collisions is some-
what larger than was found in a previous STAR analysis [7].

The dσ/dt for coherent ρ0 photoproduction accompanied
with mutual dissociation of the nuclei into any number of
neutrons (XnXn) and only one neutron (1n1n) is shown
in Fig. 8 with red and blue markers, respectively. In both
1n1n and XnXn events, two well-defined minima can
clearly be seen. In both spectra, the first minima are at
−t = 0.018 ± 0.005 (GeV/c)2. Second minima are visible at
0.043 ± 0.01 (GeV/c)2. To first order, the gold nuclei appear
to be acting like black disks, with similar behavior for 1n1n
and XnXn interactions.

A similar first minimum may be visible in ALICE data for
lead-lead collisions. Figure 3 of Ref. [8] shows an apparent dip
in dN/dpT for ρ0 photoproduction, around pT = 0.12 GeV/c
[−t = 0.014 (GeV/c)2]. Lead nuclei are slightly larger than
gold nuclei, so the dip should be at smaller |t |.

These minima are shallower than would be expected for
γ -A scattering, because the photon pT partly fills in the dips in
the γ -A pT spectrum. There are several theoretical predictions
for the locations and depths of these dips. A classical Glauber
calculation found the correct depths, but slightly different
locations [40]. A quantum Glauber calculation did a better
job of predicting the locations of the first minimum [10],
although that calculation did not include the photon pT , so

missed the depth of the minimum. However, quantum Glauber
calculations which included nuclear shadowing predict that,
because of the emphasis on peripheral interactions, the nuclei
should be larger, so the diffractive minima are shifted to lower
|t | [41]. For ρ photoproduction with lead at LHC energies,
this calculation predicted that the first minima should be at
about 0.0165 (GeV/c)2 without the shadowing correction,
and 0.012 (GeV/c)2 with the correction. These values are
almost independent of collision energy but depend on the
nuclear radii. Scaling by the ratio of the squares of the
nuclear radii, 1.078, the predictions are about 0.0177 (GeV/c)2

without the shadowing correction, and 0.0130 (GeV/c)2 with
the shadowing. The data are in better agreement with the
prediction that does not include the shadowing correction.

The Sartre event generator run in UPC mode at RHIC
energies [42] produces a Au nucleus recoil after ρ0 elastic
scattering with a very good agreement with the ρ0 t distribution
presented here. That is not surprising, since it includes
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FIG. 8. dσ/dt for coherent ρ0 photoproduction in XnXn events
(filled red circles) and 1n1n events (open blue circles). The filled
bands show the sum in quadrature of all systematic uncertainties listed
in Table V and the statistical errors, which are shown as vertical lines.
The red and blue lines show an exponential fit at low t , as discussed in
the text. The inset shows, with finer binning at low pT , the effects of
the destructive interference between photoproduction with the photon
emitted by any of the two ions.
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Shining light on Gluons
• Photo-nuclear measurements have been used to study QCD matter 

already for decades[1-3]
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Figure 9. Distributions of the mππ mass for elastic ρ production with |t| < 0.5 GeV2, expressed
as ep cross sections, after experimental corrections and background subtraction, for four ranges
in Q2 and in the W domains defined in table 4. The solid curves show the results of fits to
the data in the mass range 0.6 ≤ mππ ≤ 1.1 GeV of the relativistic Breit-Wigner function with
momentum dependent width defined in eqs. (5.4)–(5.5), with skewing of the mass distribution
following the Söding parameterisation given by eq. (5.6); the dashed curves correspond to a non-
skewed relativistic Breit-Wigner function and the dotted curves to the interference between resonant
and non-resonant amplitudes.

Skewing. The mass distributions are skewed towards small masses, especially at low

Q2. According to Söding’s analysis [124], this is due to the interference of the ρ meson

with background from p-wave Drell-type non-resonant ππ pair production, with positive

interference for mππ < mρ and negative interference for mππ > mρ.

Following one of the forms of skewing proposed in [18], the ρ mass shape is described as

dN(mππ)

dmππ
∝

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

√

mππ mρ Γ(mππ)

m2
ρ − m2

ππ + i mρΓ(mππ)
+

fI

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (5.6)

where resonant and non-resonant ππ production are supposed to be in phase. The inter-

ference is proportional to fI , which is taken to be independent of the mππ mass; the very
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Measurements from H1, ZEUS etc. explored proton via diffractive 𝜌( and 
𝜙 production

[1] H1 Collaboration. J. High Energ. Phys. 2010, 32 (2010).
[2] ZEUS Collaboration. Eur. Phys. J. C 2, 247–267 (1998).
[3] See refs 1-25 in [2]
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Figure 11. Distribution of the mKK mass for elastic φ production with |t| < 0.5 GeV2, expressed
as ep cross section, after experimental corrections and background subtraction, for the Q2 and W
domains defined in table 4. The solid curve shows the result of a fit to the data in the mass range
1.00 ≤ mKK ≤ 1.04 GeV of a relativistic Breit-Wigner function with momentum dependent width
defined in eqs. (5.4)–(5.5), convoluted with the experimental resolution.

using the MC simulation. The mass and width of the resonance, fitted over the interval

1.006 ≤ mKK ≤ 1.040 GeV, are 1018.9 ± 0.2 (stat.) MeV and 3.1 ± 0.2 (stat.) MeV,

respectively, reasonably close to the world average values of 1019.46 ± 0.02 MeV and

4.26 ± 0.04 MeV [110]. Conversely, when the φ mass and width are fixed to the nomi-

nal values the fitted resolution, which is assumed to be Gaussian, is 1.0 ± 0.1 MeV. This

value, which is slightly smaller than that obtained from simulations, is interpreted as to

come from small systematic effects. As expected [125], no indication is found for skewing

effects due to interference with non-resonant K+K− production.

5.3 Q2 dependence of the total cross sections

5.3.1 Cross section measurements

The measurements of the γ∗p cross sections for ρ and φ meson elastic and proton dissocia-

tive production are presented in figure 12 as a function of the scaling variable (Q2+M2
V ).

They are quoted for W = 75 GeV using the W dependences parameterised as a function

of Q2 following the measurements of section 5.5.2. Using the fits of the Q2 dependence

presented below, it is verified that the normalisations of the 1995 (SV) cross section mea-

surement [4] and of the present measurement are in good agreement for ρ mesons (the ratio

is 1.01 ± 0.10). For the φ data, the 1995 SV measurement is slightly lower than extrapo-

lated from the present result (the ratio is 0.84 ± 0.11). This difference is attributed to the

different treatments of the backgrounds. ZEUS measurements of ρ and φ electroproduc-

tion are also shown in figure 12. Whereas the ρ measurements agree well, φ measurements

of ZEUS are a factor 1.20 above the present data. When an improved estimation of the

proton dissociative background, investigated for the latest ZEUS ρ production study [24],

is used to subtract this background in their φ analysis, the cross section ratio of the two

experiments is reduced to 1.06, which is within experimental errors [128].
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Past Photo-Nuclear Measurements
• STAR has studied 𝛾ℙ → 𝜌( → 𝜋$𝜋# (and direct 𝜋$𝜋# production) in the 

past
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STAR Collabora,on et al. Phys. Rev. Le/. 89, 272302 (2002).
STAR Collabora,on et al. Phys. Rev. Le/. 102, 112301 (2009).
STAR Collabora,on et al. Phys. Rev. C 96, 054904 (2017).

Line shape results from 
amplitude level interference:
𝜌# → 𝜋!𝜋" + Drell Söding 
(direct 𝜋!𝜋") + 𝜔 → 𝜋!𝜋" 
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Figure 9. Distributions of the mππ mass for elastic ρ production with |t| < 0.5 GeV2, expressed
as ep cross sections, after experimental corrections and background subtraction, for four ranges
in Q2 and in the W domains defined in table 4. The solid curves show the results of fits to
the data in the mass range 0.6 ≤ mππ ≤ 1.1 GeV of the relativistic Breit-Wigner function with
momentum dependent width defined in eqs. (5.4)–(5.5), with skewing of the mass distribution
following the Söding parameterisation given by eq. (5.6); the dashed curves correspond to a non-
skewed relativistic Breit-Wigner function and the dotted curves to the interference between resonant
and non-resonant amplitudes.

Skewing. The mass distributions are skewed towards small masses, especially at low

Q2. According to Söding’s analysis [124], this is due to the interference of the ρ meson

with background from p-wave Drell-type non-resonant ππ pair production, with positive

interference for mππ < mρ and negative interference for mππ > mρ.

Following one of the forms of skewing proposed in [18], the ρ mass shape is described as
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where resonant and non-resonant ππ production are supposed to be in phase. The inter-

ference is proportional to fI , which is taken to be independent of the mππ mass; the very
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I will take just this one experiment, which has been 
designed to contain all of the mystery of quantum 
mechanics, ... Any other situation in quantum 
mechanics, it turns out, can always be explained by 
saying, 'You remember the case of the experiment 
with the two holes? It's the same thing'. 

-Richard Feynman 


